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This report has been prepared jointly by IH, Welsh Water and Swansea
• University to summarise the data analysis and modelling results obtained to
41 date in the Llyn Brianne Study. We are at the very early stages of data
analysis and this report represents the first in a seies of progress
reports. It should be emphasised that the study has been initiated by
• Welsh Water and DOE under the DOE Acid Waters Study . The authors are
•












































































Data Transfer and the Data Base at IH
40 2. Continuous Hydrological and Water Quality Data
411 3. Rainfall and Stream Chemistry
41 4 . Storm Event Chemistry
40 5. Snowme lt Event Chemistry
6 6. Time Series Modelling Studies





























































































This reports describes the preliminary data analysis and modelling
studies being undertaken jointly by the Institute of Hydrology , Welsh Water
and Swansea University.
411
1. Data Transfer and the .Data Base at IR
•
• A system has been established between Welsh Water and IH for the
411 transfer of hydrological and chemical data. The data from the continuous
flow and qua lity monitoring equipment and from the chemical analysis of
41 rou tine rainfall, stream and storm eve nt samples is being transferred via
magnetic tape from the WW computers to IH. Weather Station data is also
being processed and automatically transferred to the IH data base. The
data is stored on a relational database system (ORACLE) available on the
new IBM computer at IH. In total over 3 million items of data are being
41 generated each year in the Brianne Study and an extensive suite of computer
programs have been developed to handle the storage, retrieval, preliminary
statistical analysis and plotting of this large data set.
•
2. Prelimina r Data Anal.  sis
Preliminary analysis of the data has been undertaken including :-
4D
• a) Plotting of routine and storm event chemistry data
41 b) Plotting of hydrological and water quality data from the
continuous monitors
c) Statistical analysis of hydrological and chemical data including
411 means, max , m in, standard deviation, cummulative distribution
411 information and correlation analysis.
41 The interpretation of these statistical results is being undertaken to
41 evaluate the principal chemical characteristics of each sub-catchment and
110 present a summa ry of the pre-treatment condition.
41 3.  Preliminar Modellin Studies
41
41 The continuous data is being used initially to evaluate catchment
dynamics. The response time of the catchment hydrology and water quality




satisfactorily reproducing observed flow patterns following a storm event.
The models provide basic information on the catchment response which will
be essential in later studies to evalua te the complex acidification
11 processes operating and the interactions with land use change.
41
4. Advanced Modellin Studies (MAGIC)ID
MAGIC (Model of Acidification of Groundwater In Catchments) is
_
probably the most sophisticated model available at present. It includes a
wide range of chemical processes considered to be controlling acidificationID
in catchments and is being used in the Brianne study to determine long term
ID trends and predict the effects of land use change.
ID
•
1. DATA TRANSFER AND THE DATA BASE AT IH
A system has been established between Welsh Water and IN for the
41 transfer of hyd rological and chemical data. The da ta from the continuous
•
flow and quality monitoring equipment and from the chemical analysis of
rou tine rainfall, stream and storm event samples is being transferred via
40
magnetic tape from the WW computers to  I H.  This has not been
• straightforward, however, because of the basic incompatibility of ICL and
ID IBM computers. A special computer program has been written to translate
the data from the We lsh Wa ter ICL machine to the III IBM machine. There
40 have also been problems transferring data from the Welsh Water Data General
• machine to  I H.  However, now that these difficulties have been large ly
resolved the data is being stored on a relational database system (ORACLE)
available on the IBM machine at IH. Weather station data is also processed
and transferred co the IH database system. In total over 3 million items
41 of data are being generated each year in the Llyn Brianne Study and an
extensive suite of computer programs have been developed to handle the




2. CONTINUOUS HYDROLOGICAL AND WATER QUALITY DATA
Continuous data is being obtained from monitors in the Llyn Brianne
catchme nts recording flaw ,  pH,  conductivity and water temperature. The
•
sampling interval is 15 minutes which is sufficiently fast to detect all
storm events. In addition the IH weather station, based at Lynn Brianne,
monitors soil and air tempe rature, rainfall intensity , relative humidity ,
• w ind speed and direction and solar radiation. All of this data is stored
41 on the IH data base and is available for analysis and modelling purposes.
The data is being examined in detail by members of the catchment
characteristics group and  a  report is in preparatio n. A typical plot of
• rainfall, flow and pH is shown in Figure 1 for catchment LIl and indicates
ID the rapid response of the catchment flow and pH to rainfall events. This
rapid response is being investigated using the time series mode lling
ID techniques at  I H  and preliminary results are presented in section 6.
411 Figure lb also show s rainfall, flow and  pH  bu t this time over  a  anowmelt
ID event in March ; the pH is reduced from 6 to 4 in under eight hours

































































































































































































































































































, RA INFALL AND STREAM CHEM ISTRY .
Introduc tion
Tab le  l b  lists the catchmen ts for wh ich data are ava ilable and
some of the ir ma in characteristics . F igures 2a and 2b de fine
the ir locations and those of the two bulk prec ipita tion sam pling
s ites . Where appropriate the resu lts are expressed in ueq 1
e lsewhere mg 1 , are used . The ana lys is is presented in fou r
parts . F irst, the bu lk prec ip itation data are summ arised .
Second , the con ifer afforested catchm ent data . Third , the
ac id ified moorland stream data . And fourth , the unac id ified
moorland and oak wood land stream da ta . S torm event sam ples are
not inc luded in the analysis.
Bulk prec ip itation chem istry
Tables 2a and 3a show that the com position of bu lk
prec ip itation at Llyn B rianne is dom inated by marine sa lts and
terrestrially derived anions. A t C 7 in the C amddwr catchment pH
ranged from 3.1 to 6.9, w ith a ra infall-weighted mean of 4 .19 .
Correspond ing leve ls at L3 ranged from 3.4 to 7.1 and ave raged
4.12. Conseque ntly , ac id ity leve ls can be considered moderate
but w ith the occurrence of some highly ac id ic events . Indeed , 25%
o f those sam ples taken (Q 1), exh ibited a pH of 4.4 and 4 .3 or
less at C 7 and L3 respec tively.
SO concentra tions a lso exh ib it a large range at bo th sites ,4
-4
w ith ra infa ll-we ighted means of 71.04 ueq l and 77 .0 ueq 1 at
C 7 and L3 respective ly. Moreover , 25% of those samples taken
A
e xceeded 83 .3 ueq 1 (C 7 ) and 117 .1 ueq 1 (L3). "Excess" - SOIr
concentrations averaged 63.5 ueq 1 (C 7 ) and 71 ueq I (L3 ).
Thus su lphate contr ibutions to acid events are sometimes
s ignificant and reflect the presence of anthropogenic sources of
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40 To sum up , a com par ison of the bulk prec ip itation qua lity data
40 for 1984 w ith those already reported by Stone r et a l. (1984 ) for
41 1981-82 are presented in Tab le 4. F irst, ac idity concentrations
41
are seen to be ge nera lly higher than in 198 1-82 for all of the
• 4
major com ponents (i.e . H , SO4  and NO1 ), although the Ntig,
40 concentrations are sim ilar . However, this m ight be exp la ined by
40 the fac t that the earlie r yea rs we re not on ly non rainfa ll-
41 weighted , but a lso (F igure 3) wetter , w ith annua l rainfalls of
40 2050mm and 1943mm in 1981 and 1982 respec tive ly, (recorded at
40 Nant y maen ) and 1699mm in 1984 . Hence the acid ic inputs were
40 like ly to have been d iluted in the earlier years. Neve rthe less ,
41 these factors may not account for the entire d ifference and
41
sugge sts that a more deta iled programme sampling we t, occu lt and
41 d ry depos ition needs to be imple mented . O ther factors
40
such as the chang ing magn itude and freq uency of heavy ra infalls,
41
ra infall seasona lity , chang ing synoptic frequenc ies and
40
evaporation effec ts also need to be cons idered .
41 Com parison w ith other sites in the B ritish Isles thus
41 ind icates that leve ls are comparable w ith many of the more
11 con tam inated areas in terms of H.4  at least. In add ition,
41
sulpha te and nitrate leve ls were certa inly h igher in 1984 and
41
com pare w ith those recorded in C entral Scotland and the South
41 Pennines. H igh sod ium and ch loride concentrations meanwh ile ,
40 Con firm the impo rtance of marine sa lts at .Elyn Brianne .
41 Corre lat ion matrices relating all of the chem ica l de term inants
40
are given in Tab les 2b and 3b . As is expected pH is
40
s ign ificantly and pos itive ly corre lated w ith total alkalinity and
41 to a lesser extent tota l ha rdness at each site . Moreove r, it is
41
s ign ificantly and negative ly correlated w ith free COi and H . SO4
41
and NH 4 are also highly pos itive ly corre lated , suggesting the ir
41 common source . The majo r marine derived ions are also highly and
•
re flect the greater amounts of occult and d ry depos ition
characteristic of its forestry location.
T .O .N. concentra tions (approximately equ iva lent to NO1 )
average 44 .4 ueq 1 (C 7 ) and 36.5 ueq 1
- t
(L3) and exh ibit
s im ilar patterns at both sites which match SO4 variations but are
a ffected by occas iona l sam ples show ing ve ry high leve ls. Hence ,
at times the NO3 compone nt of ac id ra infa ll can be qu ite
substantial. On the othe r hand , bo th sites ind icate the presence
o f com parable concentrations of ammoniaca l n itroge n
(approximating to NH4 a t low pH), averag ing 30.8 ueq 1 (C7 )
and 38.8 ueq 1 (L3) and offering a lim ited capab ility to
neutra lise some of the ra infall 's ac id ity .
A s mentioned previous ly , the marine sa lts (Na , Mg and C I )
are present in large concentrations, w ith rainfa ll-we ighted means
o f 113.8 ueq l , 27.95 ueq 1-4 and 142.4 ueq  C I  (C 7 ) and
90.4 ueq , 25.2 ueq  ( 4  and 113 ueq  ( I  (L3 ) The highe r
leve ls at C 7, probably reflec t the s ites closer proxim ity
to the coa st. Hence , sea-salt effec ts are like ly to be
s ign ificant in the study area . Sod ium to ch loride ratios
averag ing 1 .25 at each . s ite , also support the suggestion that
m uch of the ch loride is sea-derived .
Terrestr ially der ived C a, tota l alka lin ity and total hardness
concentrations are all low on average suggesting that there are
lim ited amounts ava ilab le in bu lk precip itation to bu ffer aga ins t
ac id inputs . Neve rthe less , some samples have exh ib ited h igh
a lka linity and hardness leve ls offering cons iderable buffering
capac ity on occas ions.
Lastly, in all cases trace meta l concentrations were ve ry low
w ith only alum inium and iron be ing present in any significant
amounts . Thus , there is little evidence of any acu te atmospheric



















































































































































































































































































































































































pos itive ly intercorre lated at bo th sites , reflecting the ir
•
common source . Few other significant corre lations exist and  HI - 41
concentrations rare ly corre late w ith any other de term inand , w ith 41
the obv ious exceptions of  p H,  conductivity , free CO2 and total 41
a lkilinity . O f the meta ls , d isso lved alum inium shows some 41
ind ication of a posit ive correlation w ith manganese and iron at 41
both sites , few other cons istent re lationsh ips are apparent. 41
Logar ithm ic transformations improve the co rre lations between A l, 41
Mn and Fe at bo th sites and confirm the correlations found 41
between determ inand s prior to their transformation . 41
A ny tem poral patterns in rainfall chem istry m us t be viewed in 41
the context of the va ry ing ra infall amounts received in the area 41
(F ig ure 3 ). Furthermore , w ith in each year month ly rainfalls also 41
vary . For exam ple , not on ly was 1984 a dry year , bu t also its 41
ra infall seasonality was unusual in the sense that from February 41
to Aug ust , rainfall inputs were extremely low . In add ition , the 41
low ra infa ll pe r iod was characterised by a m uch greater frequency 41
o f easterly-type airflows than was the case for the rest of the 41
yea r wh ich was dom inated by westerly and anticyclonic airflows . 41
Thus , at C 7 and L3 (F igures 4 and 5) w ithout excep tion , the 41
m ost ac id events (<  p H  4 .5 ) we re recorded in the period March to 41
August, w ith 44- concentrations rising we ll above 30 ueq 1 •
June saw the most ac id sample , w ith a  p H  of 3.1 at C7, follow ing 41
a long dry period . Presumably such a situation arose as a result 41
of the flush ing of accumulated dry partic les from the atmosphere 41
and the ir co llection in the sampling instrument over a 41
considerab le period . Both SO4 and  NH  leve ls were al
so elevated 41
dur ing the long dry period and show two major peaks in early May 41






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































occurrence of easterly a irflows , suggest ing some industria l
40
em iss ion influence on the ra infall qua lity at Llyn Brianne .
The strong maritime influence is reflec ted in the patte rns
of Na, Mg and C I concentrations at each site . Leve ls are h ighest
dur ing the 'wet month of January in pa rticu la r . Other isolated
peaks correspond to iso lated storm events occuring during the
year . Overa ll concentrations were slightly reduced at 13,
p robably due to its more remote inland location . Not
40
surprising ly, the terrestria lly derived Ca concentrations were
40
h ighest during the low ra infall months, when the fall out
40
contr ibution was at a maxim um .
In conc lus ion , the rainfall wh ile dom ina ted by marine sa lts
and terrestrially de rived anions, is sometimes moderately
ac id ic , espec ially during or fo llow ing periods of easte rly
40
airflow . In add ition the area also receive s a large vo lume of
m ild y acid ra infa ll, ave rag ing 1807 mm p .a . at Nant-y-maen,
40
alth ough the amount and seasonality is subject to extens ive
variability .
S tream chem istry
•
The major potentia l sources of ac id ity in poorly buffered
stream s such as those found at Llyn Brianne are atmospherica lly
40 derived anions and te rrestia lly derived ino rganic anions  and
40 hum ic ac ids. As show n in Table 1, the sam pled catchments are
subject to two major and contrast ing land uses, that of con ifer
afforestation and rough moorland pasture . The se gene ra lly
con tribute to a contrasting water quality as w ill be seen fn the
40 rem a inder of this report. O f the stream s be ing mon itored , the



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• is marked ly reduced in this catchment , pre sumab ly because the
• open canopy red uces stem flow , occult deposition , atmospheric
• scaveng ing and evapotransp irational losses . A ll of the above
• facto rs are cons idered to be of major importance in de term ining
• stream ac id ity in afforested catchments . Neverthe less , acid
• events do occur as ind icated by the m in im um recorded pH of 4 .4.
• In add ition , 25% of all samples exh ib it a pH of 5.0 or less , even
• in an open canopy conife r forest area . Hence , some of the
• aspects of such a land use wh ich contribute to stream ac id ity ,
• are clearly already present p rior to its matu rity .
• Second , SO concentrations are h igh at LI1 averag ing
41 154 ueq 1 , w ith 25% of all samples exh ib iting concentrat ions of
40 170 ueq 1 or more . Hence on ave rage , concentra tions are more
• than doub le those found in bulk prec ip ita tion and presumably
• reflect the large evapotransp irationa l losses (typ ica lly 30% or
• more ) and enhanced su lphate scaveng ing capac ity assoc iated w ith
• such a land use , as we ll as the po ss ibility of enhanced su lphate
• contributions from the forest so ils . Average SO4  concentrations
41 in L I2 are even h igher (174 ueq 1 ), although the sample size is
• much sma ller . On the other hand , in LI3 leve ls are only slightly
41 lower ave rag ing 153 ueq 1 , suggesting that banks ide c learance
• has done little to affect su lphate concentrations.
• Concentrations in LI8 howeve r , average 135 ueq 1 ind icating a
• sign ificant reduction presumab ly as a resu lt of its juven ile
• status causing reduced evapotransp iration and scaveng ing .
• Th ird , NO3 concentrations are very low at LI1, ave rag ing
• 10 .5 ueq 1 , some 25 to 30% of that found in the bulk
• precip ita tion . C lea rly these low concentrations reflect the
• large up take of nitrates by the matu re conife r vegetat ion




averag ing 12 .9 ueq 1 and 20 .8 ueq 1 respective ly. More
- I
surp rising ly, leve ls only ave rage 16 ueq 1 at £18 , suggesting
41
41
tha t nu trient uptake rates are com parable w ith those of the
40
matu re forests .
40
41
S im ilarly , the low amm oniacal nitrogen concentrations found at
a ll sites contrast w ith the highe r leve ls found in the bulk
41
p rec ipitation . Aga in th is reflects the effects of plant up take ,






The marine sa lts (Na , C I and Mg) are all present at qu ite h igh
e t - t




60 ueq 1 respective ly. Hence all three are present at average
concentrations more than 100% higher than tho se found in bulk
41
p rec ip ita tion at £3. Consequently , all three re flec t the strong
41
sea-salt influence in the area and the very effective scaveng ing
41
capab ility of the forest , w ith its large evapotransp irationa l
41
losses . In add ition , £12 and £13 exh ib it sim ilar, although
410
s lightly lower concentrations of all three due to the ir
41
com parab le land use , lithology and climate . On the other hand ,
concentra tions at 1.18 wh ile sim ilar in the case of Na and C I, are
h igher for Mg ave rag ing 72 ueq 1
- I




capac ities and evapotransp ira tional losse s are sim ilar , there
41
appears to be an add itional source of Mg , poss ibly presen t in the
41
catchment so ils due to the reduced base ca tion uptake of a
41
younge r forest cove r . Terrestria lly derived Ca concentrations
41
are ve ry low at £11, averag ing 59 ueq 1
-I
, confirm ing its lim ited
41
buffering capac ity with leve ls on ly slightly higher than that
0
found in bulk prec ip itation . A t £12, concentrations are even
41
lower (averag ing 53 ueq 1
-I
) while at £13 they are cons iderably
41
h igher (ave rag ing 105 ueq 1-I), a lthough the latter is clearly
41






£ 13 doe s seem to poSess a greater buffe ring capacity desp ite its
•
s im ilar land use , poss ibly this is due to the effects of the
41
bankside conifer c learance . Aga in though , the conc lusion is
41
necessarily speculative g iven the ava ilable in formation .
41
-4
meanwhile at LI8 C a concentrations ave rage 76 ueq 1 slightly
41
h igher than at LII and .LI2 , but lower than at LI3 . Hence its
41
buffering capac ity is slightly enhanced re lative to a mature
41
forest probably due to its open canopy and reduced base cation
41
uptake .
Not surprising ly, disso lved alum in ium leve ls are elevated at
41
-%
LI1 w ith average concentra tions of 0.38 mg 1 and peaks of up to
41
0 .85 mg 1
-I
. Th is represents a major increase on that found in
41
the bulk prec ipitation and reflec ts the enhanced d isso lution oE
41
alum ina silica te m ine ra ls in the forest so ils since alum in ium
41
ac ts as a powerful buffer to ac id ity in the absence of ava ilable
41
base cation buffering capac ity (i.e . low hardness and low
41




, the above process contr ibutes large amounts of
41
alum inium into the stream during ac id events . A lum inium leve ls
41





0.35 mg 1 respective ly, w ith total hardness averag ing 4.8 mg 1
41
and 7.9 mg 1
-I
respective ly . Thus, aga in LI3 gives an ind ication
41
of its 'slightly enhanced buffering capac ity possibly result ing
41
from the banks ide clearance , although its so ils need to be
41
thorough ly exam ined be fore any such effect can be confirmed .
41
Conce ivably, remova l of the trees m ight resu lt in the creation of
41
less acid so il cond itions on the banks, through and/or over wh ich
•
runoff would have to pass . In add ition , the scaveng ing
41
cap ab ility of the catchment wou ld be reduced slightly. Both
41
factors wou ld presumab ly contribute to a slight red uction in its
41




a lum inium concentrations ave rag ing 0 .2 mg 1 , although a maximum
-1
o f 0 .72 mg 1 suggests that it too does suffe r from the





F ina lly, Tab le 9 presents a com parison of se lected streamwater
chem istry for the a fforested ca tchments. C learly, LI1 and 1,12
are most ac id ic w iih very low buffe ring capacities and
consequently high leve ls of alum inium contam inat ion . £13 is less






Ano ther factor of importance is the change in the ca tchment
hyd ro logy brought about by the forestry land use . For example ,
the insta llation of drainage d itches leads to a more rap id storm





(Nea l et al ., 1986 ). In add ition , the increased
evapotransp ira tional losses also affec t catchment hydro logy
•
•
(UKAWRG , 1986 ).
•
Exam ination of the corre lation matrices for each catchm ent
reveals seve ra l common and significant parame ter corre lations
•
•
(Tab les 5b , 6b , 7b and 8b ). LI1 shows a clear negative
corre lation between  pH  and d isso lved a lum inium (r -0 .7 ),
suggesting that ac id events are accompanied by enhanced
concentra tions of alum inium . Furthe rmore , high pos itive
corre lations between  pH  and total hardness,  p H  and alkalin ity
and  p H  and ca lc ium concentrations , all support the suggestion
that the lim ited buffe ring capacities are crucial to the









On the other hand SO4 show s little corre lation w ith any other
variable , at least on the bas is of the spot sampling data .
•
•
In add it ion , the marine sa lts are not h ighly correlated (i.e .
r 4 0 .4 ) suggesting that hyd rochem ica l processes w ith in the
catchment se rve to mod ify the inputs pa ssing through L11. Ca






0Tab le 9 . A com parison of afforested streamwate r chem istry
(ueq 1- 1  ).
LI 1 LI2 LI3 LI4 / [18
41  %.pH
2 i 4.87 4.62 5.17 - 5.38
41 m ax 7.00 5.0 6.3 6.8

















































1-11. pH un its . 3. n < 13 5. mg
• 2. R - arithmetic mean 4. D issolved Al. (mg  17 1  ) 6. n < 30
•
and both exh ibit negative co rre lations with H4 , thus confirm ing
the impo rtance of lim ited buffering during ac id events .
Consequently , alum in ium concentrations are also negative ly
correlated w ith alka lin ity and calcium concentrations are
pos itive ly corre lated w ith free CO2 and H+ , reflec t ing the
comb ined e ffect of increased ac id ity and reduced buffering in
contributing
alum inium (r
to enhanced a lum in ium leve ls. Logarithm ic
transformation mere ly con firm s the existence of all of the above
corre lations .
A t LI2, sim ilar relationsh ips we re found for pH and d isso lved
-0.661) and pH and 'tota l hardness (r 0.75 ),
alkål inity (r 0.54) and ca lc ium concentrations (r 0.7).
Aga in So y show s little co rre lation w ith any other parame ter and
the marine sa lts are large ly uncorre lated , although Na and Mg
concentrat ions exh ib it a h igh correlation (r = 0.9) re flecting
the ir common source . On the othe r hand Ca and Mg leve ls are
aga in h igh ly corre lated (r = 0.76 ) reflecting the ir common source
in the catchments so ils and geo logy. In add ition , both exh ib it
negative corre lations w ith H i- co nfirm ing the importance of
buffering capac ities during ac id eve nts. Consequently, H 4-  and
a lum inium concentrations are highly corre lated (r = 0.64 ) as at
L I1. Aga in logarithm ic transformat ions confirm all of the above ,
as we ll as y ielding a higher corre lation (r = 0.724 ) between Ht
and hum ic ac id concentra tions . Hence both sources of ac idity
appear to co ntribute to the seve rity of ac id events in LI2.
A t LI3 pH and d isso lved alum in ium concentrations are aga in
h igh ly corre lated (r = -0 .75 ). As expected , free COz is also
h igh ly nega tive ly corre lated w ith pH (r = -0 .821 ) and alka linity
(r - -0 .78 ) and posit ive ly co rre lated w ith H i- (r 0.81 ).
Meanwh ile , SO 4  and C I are slightly corre lated (r = 0.56 ) and C l




common marine source . In add ition ,  a t is positive ly corre lated
•
w ith d isso lved alum inium (r = 0.691) as at the other sites, and
•
negative ly correlated w ith S iOz (r = -0 .7 ) suggest ing that
•
silicate concentrations are reduced during ac id events .
•
Lastly, at LI8  pH  is aga in negative ly correlated w ith
•
d isso lved alum in ium leve ls (r = 0.73) and positive ly corre lated
•
w ith tota l ha rdness (r = 0.58 ). The marine salts meanwh ile , show
•
less evidence of intercorre lation between Na and Mg (r = 0.53).
•
Ca and Mg leve ls are howeve r h ighly correlated (r = 0.9 ) as at
•
the prev ious sites and bo th show slight negative correlations
•
w ith  Ht . Not surprisingly, H A and A l also exh ibit a pos itive
•
correlation (r = 0 .7 ), supporting the suggestion that ac id events
•
accompanied by elevated alum inium concentrations are also qu ite
•
comm on even in a juvenile conife r catchment. F inally,
•
logarithm ic transformations me rely confirm the above , although C I
•
and SOlt  also exhibit a positive corre lation (r = 0.52) as do Al
•
and Mn (r = 0.62 ), reflecting the ir common sources in marine
•
salts and ca tchment so ils respective ly.
40 Tem poral patterns
40 F igure 6 shows tha pH and  Ht concentration patterns for £ 11
40 s ince 1981 . The first po int to make is the increase in sam ple
40 numbe rs since m id - 1984. Second ly , in gene ral pH and  H+ leve ls
40 ind icate that stream cond itions we re more ac id in 1981 and 1982
40 and that the w inter high rainfall and h igh flow months  were  mo re
40
acid than the summer months. C learly, one reason m ight be the
40
occurrence of enhanced ra infa ll inputs in 1981 and 1982 . Thus,
40
although the ra infall ac id ity seem s to have increased in 1984,
40 the overa ll reduc tion in precip itation vo lume rece ived has
40
compensated for the former , produc ing slightly reduced leve ls of
















































cum ulative frequency of H
4-
samples taken dur ing each year since
•
1981 confirm that bo th 1981 and 1982 were characterised by a
•
higher frequency of more ac id events (Fig ure 7 ). C learly then ,
•
the frequency of occurence of large sto rm events seems to be a
•




Subsequent analysis in the present report will concentra te
•
upon the stream cond itions monitored since 1984 , w ith  o n l y
41 occasional references to ea rlier samples . F irst, at L11 the dry
•
per iod from Feb ruary to Aug us t 1984 was followed by high rainfa ll
•
in Septembe r wh ich resu lted in a majoi increase in stream ac id ity
•
(F igure 8). Presumably this pattern re flec ts a flush ing e ffect
•
follow ing the dry period . Ac id ity continued at a fairly h igh
•
leve l over the W inter high ra infall mon ths , fa lling to a m inimum
•
in May 1985 before recove ring until a further m inim um in
•
Sep tember . The latter co inc ided with a further period of
•
unusually low rainfall from Septem ber to Novembe r . Thus the
•
major facto r influenc ing streamwate r qua lity patterns appears to
•
be the rainfall inputs . Consequently, the unusual nature of both
•
1984 and 1985 cannot be under-estimated . 1984 experienced an
•
unu sually d ry Spring and early Summer and a to tal ra infall 94% of
•
normal. L ikew ise , 1985 experienced an unusua lly dry late W in ter
•
and Au tumn , y ield ing a tota l rainfall 91% of norma l. Thus , both
•
years to date make it difficult to estab lish the na ture of any
•
norma l seasona l pa tterns in streamwater chem istry.
•
The h igher SO 4 concentratio
ns were recorded during Aug ust
•
1984 , follow ing the long dry period . Leve ls then dec lined during
•
the latter part of the year be fore recovering during the low
•
ra infa ll mon ths of January to March 1985 . Presumably the
•





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































•d ry spe ll and the concentrating effec ts o f reduced runo ff
dra in ing the forest land use . The NO -s concentrations a lso
ind icate the presence of a flush ing effect in Sep tembe r 1984 ,
w ith other peaks occuring in the Winter months espec ia lly,







The marine sa lts a ll ind icate a decreas ing trend in 1984 w ith
the h igh concentrations of Summ er 1984 representing the




February to Augus t and subsequent flushing effects. Fluctuations
in 1985 were fairly lim ited but w ith some evidence of a m inim um




Terrestr ia lly derived ca lcium concentra tions were low
throughout the study period and gave little ind ication of a
seasona l pa ttern , although some ev idence of a flush ing effect was
apparent in ea rly September 19 84. In add ition , in genera l the






Both tota l hardness and to tal alkalinity exhibit sim ilar
patterns . Hence , during low flow months when the base flow
com ponent of stream flow is e levated , the lim ited stream buffering





O f the meta ls , d issolved alum in ium concentrations consistently
peak during period s of high ac id ity and h igh runoff. D isso lved
•
•
Fe and Mn concentrations exh ib it a sim ilar pa ttern , w ith peak s
genera lly correspond ing to rainfa ll events .
•
•
F ree CO 2. leve ls not surpris ing ly m irro r H
+
concentra tions ,
wh ile S iOl concentrations decrease when  H
4-
leve ls inc rease .
•
•
Lastly , hum ic ac id levels were reduced in March to June 1985 and
recovered in Ju ly/August 1985 probably reflecting patterns in




A t LI2 data are only availab le since June 1985 mak ing any














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































inc luded me re ly for information . On the other hand , £13 has been
m on itored s ince Sep tember 1984 (F ig ure 10 ). In summ ary , the
patterns are ve ry sim ilar to those exhib ited at L I1 . pH and H*
leve ls tend to exhib it ac id cond it ions during the h igh ra infa ll/
h igh runoff periods . NO 3 leve ls also show peaks during the
W in ter when p lant up take is reduced . Likew ise , the marine sa lts
a lso show some evidence of a seasonal pa ttern w ith reduced
concentrations in Ju ly to Septembe r 1985, as at LI1 . S im ilarly,
C a , K , tota l hardness and tota l alkalinity pa tterns m irror those
found in LI1, although K leve ls are lower and C a and tota l
hardne ss concentrations are occas ionally m uch h ighe r than at LI1.
The la tter m ight reflect a slightly greater buffering capac ity as
mentioned earlier . The patterns in alum inium concentration at
£ 13 are a lmost identica l to that found in LI1 and thus h igh
leve ls correspond to acid h igh runo ff eve nts.
Aga in , too few samples have been taken in £14 since Octobe r
1985 to allow any sensible inte rp retation . Thus , cond itions at
L I8 are now rev iewed (Figure 11 ). First,, the ava ilability of
data since 1982 a llows the dete rm ina tion of som e seasona l trends
wh ich are probab ly common to a ll the affo rested sites . Hence , pH
and H
+
revea l c lear seasona l patterns with peaks in ac idity
correspond ing to the w inter h igh ra infall and h igh runoff
per iod s . M ore spec ifica lly , the obvious seaso na l pa ttern in the
two paramete rs is c learly lac king since m id - 1984 illustrating
tha t pe riods atyp ica l nature . S im ilarly, seasona l patterns in C a
and Mg concentrations with a c lear Summer peak , also d isappear in
the latter part of the study pe riod . However , in order to reta in
com parab ility further ana lys is is restr icted to 1984 and 1985,

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































pH and Ht leve ls aga in reflect the fluctuations in ra infall
and runoff as at previous sites . In add ition , the flush ing
e ffect suggested for Septembe r 1984 is confirmed . SO leve lsit
meanwh ile exh ib it no rea l patterns although a peak was recorded
during the h igh ra infalls of late 1984 . NO 1 concentra tions aga in
e xh ib it a patte rn of peak s correspond ing to the W inte r months as
a t previous sites . Sim ila rly , the marine salts exh ib it pa tterns
a lmost identica l to those found at LI1, as was the case for the
terrestr ially derived C a and hardness concentrations , and
d issolved alum inium .
Conc lusion
In conc lus ion , afforestation has probably resu lted in an
app roximate doub ling of evapotransp irationa l losses (Law , 1956 ;
C alder , 1985 ). In add ition its presence can probab ly be linked
to seve ra l othe r mechanism s contributing to streamwater ac id ity
(Bache , 1983; N ilsson et al ., 1982; Harr iman and Morrison , 1982;
Nea l et al., 1986 ). These inc lude the more effective scaveng ing
o f air po llutants , stem flow and throughfall contam ination , the
e ffects of ac id leaf litter , increased base cation uptake , the
effects of forest so il characte ristics and forestry plough ing and
d ra inage practices . Moreove r , a forestry land use can encourage
the generation of more rap id hyd ro logica l runo ff processe s such
as ove rland flow , macropore flow and sha llow through flow . As a
result of the above , residence times are reduced espec ially
during storm s, and base flow contributions are red uced at all
times due to evapotransp iration ((JKAWRG , 1986 ). Small ca tchments
such as the ones be ing stud ied are also mo re prone to fast
reacting surface and sha llow sub- surface runoff processes .
C learly, residence times and the extent of water - rock
contact are important in dete rm ining the stream chem istry . In
40
41 gene ral, baseflow is characterised by low ac idity and C a bearing
•
streamwaters , and storm flow is characte rised by h igh ac id ity and
41 A l bearing waters. During sto rms the p rocesses de term in ing
41
stream chem istry appear to be lim ited to the flushing and m ixing
41
o f waters from the near su rface so il layers , fed by dry
41 depos ition washed from the tree s . On the other hand , under
41
norma l Summ er low flow cond it ions , so il mo isture de fic its are
41 h igh and water is supplied from the deeper inorganic
40 horizons . During the Autumn storm pe riod , howeve r , the de ficit
41 decreases and streamwater is probab ly supp lied from both soil
40
matrix and macropore flow , ma in ly from the uppe r organic so il
41 horizons.
41 Thus , cond itions in all of the afforested catchments are
41
sim ilar, produc ing sim ilar responses to ra infall inputs . The
41
major d ifferences in response can presumab ly be re lated to the
41 juvenile status of the forest in the case of LI8. In the case of
41 £ 13 howeve r , the link w ith the effects of bankside clearance and
41
a slightly im proved stream chem istry remains necessa rily
41
speculative and awaits further information about the catchment
41
so ils in particu lar .
41
•
Acidified moorland catchments (CI3 , C I4 , C I5 , CI6, 0C 4 ).
•
c13 is the largest of the Camddwr catchments (Table 1) and
•
con sequently one of the least steep . Table 10a ind icates that
•
CI3 is genera lly only slightly less ac id than the affo rested
•




8 .5 ueq I Hence , desp ite the reduced
•
evapotransp irationa l losses of the moorland (typica lly 50% less)
•
and its reduced scaveng ing capac ity , the catchment is still prone
41 to ac id events . Indeed , 25% of a ll sam ples taken exhibited a  p H


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































conditions in C I4 and C I5 are ve ry sim ilar w ith pH leve ls
a verag ing 5.2 in each stream and H averag ing 12 ueq 1
- t
and 8
ueq 1-1 respective ly. Both catchm ents are m uch sma ller than C I3 ,
w ith steeper slopes and presumab ly reduced res idence times,
neverthe less they are comparable . In the case of CI4 , 25%
of all sam ples y ielded a pH of 4.7 or less , wh ile in CI5 the
corresponding leve l was 5.0 or less .
On the other hand , Table 13a suggests tha t cond itions in CI6
are slightly less ac id w ith pH ave rag ing 5.6 and H
4-
5 ueq 1
One fac tor contributing to the above m ight be its larger area
com pared to C I4 and C IS and more importantly its very gen tle
slopes which would tend to favour increased reside nce times and
perhaps encourage a reduct ion in overland flow proce sses.
M oreover , the va lley bottom is charac terised by a large area of
peat wh ich probab ly increases res idence times, reduces
s torm flow s and contro ls the base flow chem istry . Hence , the
c atchmen t may no t be idea lly rep resentat ive of the Camddwr
system . Lastly, Tab le 14a ind icates that too few sam ple
been taken at UC 4 to allow any conc lusions to be drawn , the data
is me re ly prov ided for information .
SO leve ls at C I3 averaged 95 ueq 1 , less than 60% of those
found at LI1 but still about 30% greater than was found in bu lk
precip ita tion at C 7. Thus, the reduction in evapotransp iration
and scaveng ing capac ity in the moorland catchment has presumably
led to the above , aided by a probab le reduc tion in sulphates
contributed from the so ils. The other ac id if ied moorland s ites
exh ibit sim ilar concentrations, although leve ls are slightly
lower in CI6 averag ing 88 ueq 1 as m ight be expected g iven its
slightly red uced ac id ity .
Despite the very different vegetation cover , NO 1  leve ls are

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































subs tantia lly lower than those reco rded for bulk prec ip itation
41
ind icating the continuation of nutr ient uptake at the C I sites .
41
NH leve ls are sim ilarly low .
41
The marine sa lts are all present at m uch lower concentrations
41
than were found in the LI catchments, espec ially Na and C l.
41
Indeed , concentra tions'of the latte r two average abou t 140 ueq 1
41
and 150 ueq 1
-I
respective ly in the Camddwr sites . These can be
- 1 41
com pared to an ave rage of 114 ueq 1 for Na and 142 ueq 1 for
41
C l in bulk prec ip itation samples taken at C7 in 1984. Thus the
41
reduction in evapotransp ira tion losses and sea- sa lt scaveng ing
41
capac ity has resu lted in a major reduct ion in the marine sa lt
41
concentrations . Hence, ch loride probab ly behaves almost as a
41
conse rvative element , although some enrichment of sod ium seem s to
41
occur . M ore spec ifica lly, the slightly higher mean Na and C l
41
concentrations recorded in CI5 may reflect the effects of road
41
salt ing s ince the site is be low the access road . The above
41
howeve r , requ ires confirmation in the fie ld .
- 1 41
Mg concentrat ions average 54 ueq 1 at a ll sites in the
41
C amddwr and are even lower than those found at LI1 and LI3,
41
a lthough they are still almost twice that found in bu lk
41
p rec ip ita ion at C 7. Thus , a lthough add itiona l Mg is presen t
41
w ith in the catchment soils, the amounts on ly a llow for a lim ited
41
buffering capac ity during ac id events. Indeed , Ca concentrations
- 1 41
a re a lso low , averag ing 43 ueq I in C I3, C I4 and C I5.
41
These leve ls are aga in lower than those reco rded at the LI site s
41
and further support the suggestion that the re is still on ly a
41
lim ited buffering capac ity ava ilab le in these catchments. C I6
41
howeve r , exh ibits a slightly higher mean Ca concentration
41
(53 ueq 1-I ) supporting the suggestion that it is somewha t
41
atyp ical due to its soils, hyd ro logy and topography and hence
41
less ac id . Likew ise, total hardness concentrations average
41
41
41 - %  -% - t  - 1
4 .6 mg 1 , 4.6 mg 1 , 4 .8 mg 1 and 5.1 mg 1 at C I3 , CI4, C 15
40
and C I6 respective ly. Hence , the ca tchment so ils , geo logy,
41
hyd ro logy and topography at each site com bine to prod uce
41
modera tely ac id waters w ithout the added prob lems assoc iated w ith
41
a fforestation demonstrated in the prev ious section .
41
Not surprising ly , d issolved alum inium leve ls are mode rate ly
41
h igh averag ing 0.12 mg 1
- t
, 0 .13 mg 1 , 0.16 mg 1 and
41
0.11 mg 1 at C 13, C I4 , C I5 and C I6 respective ly. While , no t as
41
h igh as those found in the LI streams, the leve ls still rep resent
41
a majo r inc rease on those found in bulk prec ip itation (ave rag ing
41
0.027  mg 1 A l at C7 ). In add ition , the maximum concentrations
41
recorded at each site a ll exceed the ave rage levels found at L I8.
41
Hence , although A l leve ls are no t as severe in these moorland
41
catchments , interm ittent problem s of high A l still occur at ..all
41
o f the sites princ ipally during the more ac id storm events.
40
Also , most C I sites exh ibit very low d issolved Fe and Mn
41 - 1
concentrations of less than 0 .2 mg 1 and  0.1  mg . 1
-1
41
respective ly. C I4 however exhib its a mean co ncentration of
41
0.26 mg 1 and 0 .14 mg 1 for Fe and Mn respec tive ly. Hence
41
there appears to be an unusual source of these two metals in C I4.
41
Lastly, Table 15 presents a compa rison of se lec ted stream-
water chem istry for the ac id ified moorland catchments . These can
41
be compared d irectly to Tables 9 and 4. C learly, C I3 , C I4 and
41
C I5 are sligh tly more ac id than CI6, wh ile su lphate
41
concentrations in the latter are lower than in the other three .
41
In add ition , C a concentrations are slightly higher at C I6,
41
further supporting the suggestion that the stream has a sligh tly
41
improved buffering capac ity perhaps due to its atyp ical va lley
41
bottom soils and low slopes.
41
Exam ination of the corre lation matr ices for each ac id ified
41














































m in 0 .022
1. pH units. 2. i - arithme tic mean 3. n < 21












corre lations (Tables 10b , 1lb , 12b , 13b and 14b). F irst , CI3
ind icates a sign ificant negative correlation be tween pH and
41
d isso lved alum inium (r -0 .563 ) as at the LI sites . It also
41
e xh ib its the expected pos itive corre lation be tween pH and
41
a lka linity (r = 0.968). Hence , acid events are accompanied by
41
h igh alum inium leve ls during poorly buffered situations.
41
Meanwh ile SO 4 shows little corre lation w ith any other parameter,41
as was also the case in the a fforested catchments. The marine
41
salts however , are more high ly corre lated at this s ite than was
41
the case at LI1. For example , Na and C I (r = 0.598 ); Mg and C I
41
(r 0 .695 ) and Na and Mg (r = 0.645 ) all reflect the major
41
influence of sea- salts on ra infa ll chem istry with the reduced
41
vege ta tion interference . C a and Mg are also pos itive ly
41
corre lated (r 0.813 ), although they do not exh ibit any
41
re lationsh ip w ith EfF  or A l concentra tions, unlike L I1. Hence , at
41
C I3 ac id events accompan ied by high alum inium concentrations do
41
not necessarily correspond to periods of lowest buffering . As.
41
a resu lt , alum inium concentrations and  pH  cond itions are not as
41
seve re as those found in afforested catchments . Other notable
41 + .
corre lations w ith  H  Inc lude that w ith conduc tivity (r = 0 .93 ),
41
NO 1 (r = 0.933 ), free CO I r = 0 .67 ) and tota l alkalin ity
41
(r = -0 .84 ). Loga rithm ic transformation also sug gests a h igh
41
corre lation be tween H and A l (r = 0 .66 ) which was not in
41
evidence prior to transform ation and probably reflects the
41
curv ilinear and scattered nature of the re lationsh ip . The h igh
41
pos itive corre lation w ith conductivity has no t been demonstrated
41
e lsewhere and is d ifficult to exp la in since one wou ld expect a
41
negative correlation if any , as a resu lt of the rap id runoff and
41
reduced residence times assoc iated with ac id storm events .
41
A t C I4 the re lationsh ips be tween  pH  and dissolved alum inium ,
41





m arine sa lts howeve r are less sign ificant, perhaps suggesting 41
some interference present w ith in the catchment affecting the 41
chem istry o f marine salt inputs . On the other hand , C a and Mg 40
cont inue to exh ibit a h igh corre lation (r 0.84 ), but w ith 41
little corre lation w ith 14-  concentrations, as at C I3. M ore 41
spec ifically, the h igh corre la tion between 14  and cond uctivity is 40
not apparent at th is site (r = 0 .43), perhaps ind icating a 41
s lightly d ifferent hydrochem ica l response during ac id sto rm 40
e ven ts . Lastly , 1 4  and A l exhibit the fam iliar positive 41
corre lation (r = 0 .67 ) associated w ith a stream subject to ac id 41
and alum inium pu lses . 41
S im ilarly , C I5 exhibits a clear relationsh ip between pH and 41
d is solved alum inium (r = -0.762 ) and the existence of s im ilar 40
re lationsh ips to all those found at CI4 , with no co rre lation 41
between H and conduc tivity . C I6 also ind icates a clear nega tive 41
corre lation between pH and disso lved alum inium (r = -0.85 ). In 41
add ition , lower correlations be tween the marine sa lts are also 41
demonstrated at th is site . More importantly , cr6 does not 5
ind icate a good correlation be tween H4  and conductivity as was 41
the case at C I4 and CI5, bu t no t C13. Hence , the chem ica l 41
inte rre lationsh ips appear sim ila r for each C I site , w ith the 41
p oss ib le excep tion of CI3; a feature wh ich requ ires more de tailed 41
investigation w ith regard to the catchments so ils and 41
hyd rochem istry . F inally , co rre lat ion matrice s for UC 4 (Table 41
14b ) are mere ly prov ided for information and are of lim ited 41
app licab ility due to the small sam ple size . 41
Tem pora l patterns 41
F ig ure 12 ind icates that pH gene rally varies between 6 .0 and 41
4 .5 at C I3, bu t w ith two isolated peaks in acid ity ; these however 41


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































o f the contam ination is afforded by the correspond ing ly h igh
leve ls of conductiv ity and NO1 In normal circum stances as was
the case w ith the statistics in Tab le 10a such sam ples w ill be
removed from the record . The ir inclusion is me re ly used to
illustra te the need for careful sam pling . Moreove r , the above
probab ly exp la ins the spuriously high pos itive corre lation
between  HA  and cond uc tivity at C I3. More gene ra lly then ,  pH  and
H + are seen to va ry w ith ra infa ll inputs as at previous sites .
In add ition , some evidence of an Autumn flush is apparent in
1984.
s o 4 concentra tions , while m uch lower than at L11 for exam ple ,
also show ev idence of a flush ing effect in August 1984 , as we ll
as late w inte r/ early Spring maxim um during the low rainfall
period of 1985. NO 1 leve ls 'ind icate the usual W inter maximum
caused by reduced p lant up take , the anomalous peaks be ing caused
by nitric ac id contam ination .
The marine sa lts exh ibit w ide ly fluctuating patterns sim ilar
to those found in the forested streams. Leve ls are elevated
fo llow ing the Summ er low flows of 1984 , presumab ly re flecting
concentra tion and flushing effec ts caused by the long dry spe ll .
The reduced concentration in the Summ er of 1985 probably reflects
red uced flow s when h igher evapotransp ira tion losses countered
mode rate ly h igh catchment rainfa ll.
C a , tota l hardness and tota l a lka linity leve ls also fluctuate
w ide ly, but show h ighe r concentra tions both follow ing the dry
Summ er of 1984 and during the low ra infall period at the
beg inn ing of 1985. The latte r  p r o b a b l y  occurred as a resu lt of
the larger baseflow contr ibu tion to stream flow at the time as
we ll as the reduced evapotransp irational losses ev ident in




D isso lved alum in ium at CI3 also exh ib its a flush ing effect in
•
1984 wh ile in 1985 peaks co rrespond to ind ividua l ac id events
•
triggered by iso lated ra infa ll inputs . Lastly, S iOL.
•
concentrations ind icate a seasona l pattern of increased leve ls
•
during the W inter h igh flow months . Certa in d iatom s may ac t as a
•
s ink for silica during Spring/ ea rly Summ er , perhaps accounting
•
for the decline at such times .
•
A t C 14, pH and 14  patterns aga in ind ica te the presence of an
•
Autum n flush in September 1984 (F ig ure 13 ). In a'dd ition , h igh
•
ra infa ll and high runo ff months consistently exh ibit elevated
•
acidity leve ls , as at C I3. Furthermore , most of the other
•
parameters exh ib it ve ry sim ilar patterns to those found in C 13
•
a lthough at slightly d ifferent concentra tions in some cases.
•
CI5 also exh ibits sim ilar patterns, (Figure 14 ) more
•
importantly the reco rds ava ilable for the whole of 1984 also
•
h ighlight the clear flushing effect recorded in Sep tem ber 1984.
•
In add ition , SO 4  and NO1 patterns are sim ilar and confirm the
•
seasona l nature of both , moreove r SO tt  peaks co rrespond w ith
•
W inter periods . The marine sa lt and terrestrial cation patterns
•
are a lso sim ilar to those of C I3 and CI4 . A lum inium
•
concentrations aga in vary accord ing to the incidence of ac id
•
events and exh ibit a major flush fo llow ing the red uced flows of
•
Summ er 1984 . Lastly , S i01 also exh ibits a clear seasona l pa ttern
AD as at the previous site .
•
A t C I6, pH and H* y ield sim ilar patterns, although the ir
•
overa ll leve ls are slightly less ac id (F igure 15). Hence , ac id
•
events continue to occur in conjunction w ith high ra infall and
•
runoff, but the ac id ity is slightly dam pened . All the other
•
parameters aga in d isp lay almost identica l pa tterns to those found
•












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































information , since too few sam ples are ava ilab le for any
mean ing ful analys is (F igure 16).
Conc lusion
Thus , analys is of the ac id if ied moo rland sites seem s to
confirm that the reduction in evapo transp irationa l losse s and
scave ng ing capac ity coup led w ith the change in catchm ent land use
and its effects on catchment hydro logy and hydrochem istry has
resu lted in a slightly im proved and less ac id streamwater
chem istry . Howeve r , Table 15 still suggests that interm ittently,
mode rate ly ac id events do occur espec ially in C I3, C I4 and C I5,
caus ing a lum inium levels to rise significantly during storms and
thus presumab ly mak ing the re-establishment of fisheries
d ifficu lt .
Unac id ified catchm ents (L I6, G I1).
L I6 dra ins an area of 0.68 km
 
and is the steepest of all the
catc hments monitored , hence runo ff rates and res idence times are
like ly to be affected accord ing ly . Tab le 16a shows that LI6
e xperience s few prob lems of ac id ity or a lum in ium contam ination .
pH ave rages 6.9 , wh ile H
•
and d isso lved a lum in ium concentrations
ave rage only 0 .15 ueq 1-4  and  0.06  mg 1- 1  respective ly. SO 4
concentrations ave rage 103 ueq 1 sim ila r to those found at the
C I sites and reflect the scaveng ing capab ility and
evapotransp ira tional losses associated w ith a grassland
vege tation . The ma rine sa lt concentrations are also sim ilar for
the same reasons . Major d ifferences are only in ev idence for the
terrestrially derived C a , Mg and K concentrations wh ich are all
e levated ; suggesting that LI6 is well buffe red aga inst ac idity
due to the prese nce of larger amounts of these base cations in





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• G ll is sim ilarly unac id ified (Table 17a) w ith an ave rage  p H  of
• 6.3. Cond itions in the ca tchment aga in show few signs of any
• qua lity prob lem s. SO4 ' Na and C I leve ls are all 
slightly higher
• than at LI6 reflecting its ac id oak wood land vegetation cover
• which scavenges the above more effective ly than grass and is
• charac terised by greater evapotransp iration losses . Leve ls
• however , do no t approach those found in the con ifer affo rested
• catchments . NO 1 concentrations are also occasiona lly h igher than
• a t LI6, presumably as a resu lt of Autumn leaf depos its
• contributing nu trients via runoff. C a and Mg concentrations
• h oweve r , are m uch lower than at LI6, averag ing 66 ueq 1- 1  and
• 88 ueq 1-1  respective ly . Neve rthe less , the concentra tions are an
• average still highe r than those recorded a t any of the other
• s ites and clearly offer a sufficient buffering capac ity for most
• o f the time . Table 18 summ arises the gene ral d ifferences in
• stream chem istry be tween the two sites and  can  be com pa red w ith
• tables 4 , 9 and 15 .
• The corre lation matrix for LI6 (T able 16b ) confirms the
• e xistence of the expec ted co rre lations such as those  be tween  pH,
• tota l alkalinity and tota l hardness ; pH , free CO2 and  H4- ; total
• hardness , total alkalinity , C a and Mg . As at many prev ious sites
41 the marine salts are not h igh ly correlated suggesting that
41 hydrochem ica l processes continue to greatly mod ify the inputs
41 e ven in an unac id ified moorland . Few other s ignificant parameter
41 corre lations exist in LI6. S im ilarly, the matrix for G I1 (Table




F igure 17 ind icates that although  H
+
leve ls are always low at
•
L I6, they still fluctuate in accordance w ith rainfa ll and runo ff
•























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 . p H  un its 3. d isso lved (mg 1" )






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































evidence of flush ing in Septem be r 1984 and NO1 also exh ibits a •
seasona l pa ttern w ith a W inter maxima. S im ilarly, the marine •
salts (Na , C I and Mg) all ind icate the prese nce of an Autumn •
flush in 1984 and va riations sim ila r to those recorded at all of •
the other s ite s . Terrestrially derived cation s and total
hardness also ind ica te the occurence of flush ing at the end of
the 1984 d ry period . In add it ion , hardness fluctuates,
presumably in response to ind iv idua l rainfa ll and runo ff events ,






concentrations ind icate a tendency to rise sharply during •
-%
occass iona l eve nts , reach ing concentrations of up to 0.48 mg 1
in December 1985 during one very large sto rm . Hence , even in
•
•
this ca tchmen t a lum in ium levels can reach leve ls app roach ing the •
h ighest recorded in the C I catchments , desp ite its "unac id ified " •
natu re . C learly in these ins tances the catchments hydro logica l •
and chem ica l response is cruc ia l in dete rm ining the leve l of •
acid ity and alum inium contam ina tion . •
Lastly , at G I1 (F igure 18) there is a clea r seasonal pattern •
o f pH and H
+
, w ith pH leve ls reaching a max imum during the Summer •
low flow period s . This presumab ly resu lts from the large r •
baseflow com ponent in stream flow during the Summer mon ths . SO LI. •
concentra tions a lso show a tendency to peak during the months •
rece iving low ra infa ll. NO 1 concentrations meanwh ile , continue •
to exh ib it W inter peaks in response to reduc tions in nutr ient •
uptake . The marine sa lts exh ibit little seasonal pattern ,
a lthough C I doe s ind icate a majo r reduct ion in concentration in
•
•
Aug ust/ Sep tember 1985 when flow s are reduced by •
evapotransp iration l losses occuring during the Summer months , as •
at va riou s other sites. In genera l, the tota l hardness and •
a lka linity leve ls however , show some ind ication of •





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































months , presumab ly reflecting the increased base flow com ponent •
and residence times prevalent at such times . Lastly, dissolved
a lum inium and manganese concentrations , while generally low ,
e xh ib it seve ra l major peaks wh ich correspond to majo r ra infall
and runoff events . Again then , even in an appa rently unac id ified
oak wood land catchm ent, exteme cond itions can give







Analys is of the data for the two unac id ified catchments •
confirm s that few prob lem s exist w ith regard to streamwater
chem istry irrespec tive of whether the land use is oak wood land or
rough grassland . Nevertheless , the re still remains the
interm ittent occurrence of eleva ted a lum inium concentrations






catchm ents are c learly suffic iently we ll bu ffered w ith pH and •
calc ium concentrations we ll above those leve ls considered •




In conc lusion , wh ile bulk prec ipitation qua lity in the area is
dom ina ted by marine sa lts and terrestr ially derived anions ,
moderate ly ac id ic eve nts do occas ionally occur . Moreover , the
•
•
a rea rece ives a large vo lume of m ild ly ac id ic prec ip itation ,
a lthough as has been seen both its vo lume and ac id ity are subject
•
•
to va riations . Furthermore , w ith in the study area those
•
catchm ents dom ina ted by conife r forest land use clearly exh ib it
•
the most ac id streamwate r and h ighest a lum in ium concentrations
•
d ue to the lim ited buffering ava ilable . In add ition , facto rs
•
such as the enhanced evapotransp iration , enhanced scaveng ing
•
capability , stem flow contam ina tion , inc reased base cation up take
•
and the encouragement of more rap id runo ff processes , contribute
•






• catchments are a lso by no means satisfactory desp ite their
• reduced scaveng ing capac ity and evapo transp irationa l losses,
• s ince only lim ited bu ffering is ava ilable from the ca tchment
• so ils . As a resu lt pH , C alc ium and alum inium leve ls during storm
41 events combine to create ' cond itions unsu itable for the re-
• establishm ent of fishe ries . Only in ca tchments GI1 and LI6 are
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Previous work in the Llyn Brianne area (Stoner and Gee 1985 ) and
41
elsewhere has demons-Erated the importance of  mon i t o r i n g  episodic
events in stream water quality . Short duration flushes in
41 response to storm or snow melt events may be of ecological
•
sign ificance and it is essential that detailed information on
these events is obtained . Monitoring frequency also needs to be
sufficient to provide data for mathematical modelling of stream
41 chemistry responses to changes in flow .
41
41
Arising from these needs  c on t i n u ou s  monitoring systems • for pH ,
conductivity , temperature , flow and rainfall  i n t e n s i t y  have been
41 installed at all the study catchment stream  mon i t o r i n g  sites in
41 the Llyn Brianne study area . Measurements of these parameters
41
are logged at 15 minute intervals , monitoring being continuous
throughout the  year .  These systems of measurement have provided
41 detailed information on individual catchment responses and this
•
information is currently being used for modelling purposes . The
41
value of the  c o n t i nu ou s  monitoring systems in describing
episodic events is illustrated by Fig .19 . This example summary




Automatic sampling to provide discrete samples for detailed
41 analysis from episodic events is effected by a rainfall
•
activated trigger system . This system , developed by the
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology , is based on a standard tipping
41 bucket raingauge which , as well as providing  a  rainfall record
41 for each monitoring station , triggers the autosampler to
•
commence sampling when a pre-set rainfall intens ity is exceeded .
41
Sampling times are automatically recorded on the site data
logger . The trigger threshold value may be varied depending on


















































































































































































system s installed at Llyn Brianne were initially set to activate
automatic sampling when rainfall exceeds 3mm/hour. This method
• of triggering is more effective in ensuring that the "first
•
flush- is sampled than flow or pH triggers which depend on
41
significant responses in stream flow or quality to activate
sampling . An example of this effective triggering is shown by
• the plot of stream CI3 for 26th  July  1985 (Fig . 20 ).
41
Several operational constraints of this system have been




(1) The setting of the trigger threshold value is important .
It has been found that triggering at rainfall intensities
41 of 3mm /hour and above may lead to autosampling of
41 insign ificant events . An example of this prob lem is shown
41
by Fig 21 . In this case , a short duration rainfall event
led to activation of the autosampler on 21st August 1985.
41 The system was subsequent ly unavailable to sample a
41 significant episode which occurred on 23rd and 24th August .
41
Resett ing of the system would not then have occurred until
the next fortn ightly service visit. The trigger threshold
41 value has now been raised to  a  rainfall intensity of
41 4mm/hour but the possibility rem ains that autosampling of
significant storm events may be missed if preceeded by less
41
significant events which are however sufficient to trigger
41 the system .
41 Further increases in the trigger threshold value would
possibly delay triggered sampling until later in the
41 episodes possibly leading to failure to pick up the first
41 flush cond itions . Also extended duration storms with
41 relatively low rainfall intensity but which are still


































































































































































































































































































































































































(2) Prior to February 1986 only a single prototype trigger was
available to cover all the sites. The number of episodes
for which sampling was completed prior to that date are
therefore lim ited and data for that period are only
available for selected catchments .
(3) Invariably and ideally triggered autosampling will be
synchronuous in all catchments for high rainfall episodes .
Under these circumstances the sample numbers generated
exceed the capacity within the laboratory facilities at
Llanelli . (13 catchments would generate a maximum of 624
samples under these conditions). The Modelling sub-group
have therefore made the decision to select 12 samples from
each set of 48 samples generated per site per event . The
requirement for 15 m inute interval samp ling during the
early part of the episode remains . Selection of samples
for subsequent analysis is made by reference to the
continuous monitoring records for the period of the
episode .
(4) The requirement for 15 minute interval sampling throughout
the period of increasing and peak flows has restricted the
sampling period to a maximum of 12 hours . This frequency
prevents sampling throughout the full recession limbs of
the episode . To overcome this prob lem the autosampler
timers are currently being replaced with dual interval
timers which will allow pre-setting of two sampling periods
at different sampling frequencies . For example, it w ill
now be possible to sample at a frequency of 15 m inutes for
the first 6 hours of an episode followed by hourly sampling
for a further 24 hours . Both periods and frequencies may
be varied as required .
The revised autosampling strategy will lead to a reduction
in the sample loading on the analytica l facilities without
sign ificant loss of information together w ith increased
information on the recovery of water quality following
episodes . The decision to be selective in analysis of
40
samples will allow those samples not required to be used




• A number of important episodes have been identified from the
•
continuous monitoring records for each catchment . Information
on those periods for which detailed water quality data from
autosamples are available is summarised in Table 19.
•
Detailed processing of data from episodes is pending .
Considerable progress in preliminary processing of the back
log of continuous monitoring data by Welsh Water has been
• achieved for most sites but difficulties in transferring data
•
to IH have led to some delays .
Continuous data for sites LI1, LI6 and CI6 for August 1985 are
• currently being run through the CAPTA IN model at IH and flow /El*
•
ion response characteristics for sing le events are being
examined .
11
• An important episode occurred during March 1986 when a high
•
rainfall event following a prolonged cold period led to rapid
run -off and snow melt resulting in substantial effect on the
40
water quality of the streams in the study area. Because of its
• app arent importance this particular episode has been reported in
•
detail as an example of episodic effects on stream water
qua lity .
Tab le 19
E 's for w 'c de ' ed Wat
'on 's v ila
Site : Date : No . !  pH range : Comments
1Samplesi
LI1 21/22 .8 .85 : 48 4 .8-4 .7 Insignifiant Event .
4 .3 .86 48 5 .4-4 .1 SNOW MELT . Very Important
: 20 .3 .86 48 4 .8-4 .3 Diss. Al . 0 .38 ---> 0 .58
LI2 : 14 .7 .85 48 Not significant
4 .3 .86 48 4 .4-3 .9 SNOW MELT . Early part of event
missed - manual triggering of
autosampler required .
19/20 .4 .86 48 4 .3-4 .1
LI3 4 .3.86 12 6 .3-5.0 SNOW MELT . Early part of
episode only sampled by
autosampler .
30 .7 .86 12 : 5 .8-5 .1 No  cont inuous records
LI4 None
LI6 4 .3 .86 8 5 .5-5 .7 Samples taken at peak of  SNOW
MELT event
20 .3.86 48 Insignificant
19/20 .4 .86 48 6 .8-5 .7 Significant
LI8 5 .11.85 48 6 .4-5 .2 Significant event .
2 . 8 .86 12 5.6-5 .1 Significant .  No  continuous
records available .
CI3 17/ 18.7.86 48 5 .9-5.4 Significant . No Al data.
26/27 .7 .86 48 6 .1-5 .3 Significant .






Site : Date : No .
iaamples '
: pH range Comments
• CI4 5.8 .85 ; 48 :5 .1--> 4 .7 Significant .
• 4.3 .86 48 4 .5-4 .7 SNOW  MELT . Samples taken
•
:during peak episode .
•
20 .3 .86 : 48 5.0-4.8 Small episode .
•
17 5 .86 48 5 .1-4 .7 Small episode .
•
10.6 .86 12 5.5-4 .0 ,Worst case conditions of
:significant episode .




CI5 11.8.85 48 6.3-5.7 ;Significant .
•
4.3.86 48 5.9-4.6 SNOW MELT . Very important event
•
28.7 .86 13 6.6-6 2 No  continuous monitoring record
• CI6 13.8 .85 48 6 .3-5.2 Significant event .
• 2/3.9 .85 48 6 .5-5.5 Signifiant event .
• 4/5 .3 .86 48 4 .6-4 .8 Peak episode conditions during
• - L
SNOW MELT .
• UC4 28/29 .6 .85 48
- L -
6 .0--> 5.0 Significant event .
•
•
22 .1.86 48 5.1-5.3 Not significant? Possible
worst state conditions .
•
24 .3.86 1 48 5 .1-5 .3
•
29/30 .3 .86 12 V .small event under peak
episode conditions .
• :19/20 .4 .86 48 5.2-4 .8 Significant event .
• 9 .6 .86 13 6 .5-5 .2









13 6 .3-5.6 :Major episode
1
5 . W V H E M
We r C 't n
Throughout the whole of February and the beginning of March 1986
a stable weather system was established over the U .K . and
extremely cold conditions prevailed .
Sub-zero daily mean air temperatures were recorded at the Llyn
Brianne Automatic Weather Station (A .W .S .) from 4th February
until 3rd March and during this period soil temperatures (10cm
depth ) fell progressively from 3 .70C on 1st February to a
minimum of 0 .3°C on 4th March . The coldest air temperature
recorded was -11.1°C during the night of 21st/22nd February
(Fig . 22 ).
Falls of snow occurred on 30th and 31st January (approx . 10cm )
and 9th and 10th February (approx 5cm ) although the precise
times and quantities of snowfall for Llyn Brianne are not
available .
Following the first and subsequent falls, snow covered the area
until early March although the extent of this cover gradually
reduced to approximately 50 per cent follow ing each snowfall
event as a result of drifting and very limited gradual daytime
surface thaw . Air temperatures were only very infrequently
above zero throughout the whole period and any surface thaw
would only have occurred in direct sunshine in the early
afternoon (Fig .22).
The surface w inds throughout the period were predominantly
easterly and north easterly although these moved around to the
south in the early hours of 3rd March preceeding a sudden change















































































































































































































































































































































































































































41 Following field observations of increasing accumulation of black
41 smuts and the formation of a dirty surface layer on standing
snow throughout the study area a series of snow samples were
41 taken on 27th February .
41
•
Samples were collected in duplicate from three sites in the
study area from both surface and sub-surface (mid-depth ) layers .
41 The resulting meltwater from all samples was grey in colour with
41 black particulate matter in suspension . Subsequent analyses
•
confirmed that the samples were significantly polluted compared
to average bulk deposition quality for Llyn Brianne (Stoner et
41
al 1984) and variation in snow quality was apparent between
41 sites and snow depth (Tab le 20 ).
41
At both the automatic weather station and the conifer forest
41
site £12, the quality of the surface layer of snow was
41 significantly poorer than the sub surface layer whereas at the
41 moorland site CI3 the snow was of poor quality both at the
surface and at depth . The surface layers at LI2 and the weather
41 station and both levels at CI3 were found to have pH values
41 considerably lower than typical Llyn Brianne bulk deposition .
41 Levels of 5042- , NO3- and Cl- were conside rably elevated in the
polluted layers compared to typical bulk deposition , as were
-excess- or non-sea derived sulphate levels . Levels of NH4N 1
41 Ca24 were also substantially higher in comparison to typical
41 deposition .
41 The levels of NO3- , Cl- and SO42- in the polluted layers were
41 equal or greater than those found in average East Midlands rain
41 (Martin and Barber , 1984) and levels of excess 5042- comparable
and considerably greater in the case of the weather station





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The quality of the polluted layers was not as poor as that of
the "black snow " reported from the Cairngorms (Dav ies et al
• 1984 ) although the surface sample from the weather station
•
contained comparable levels of NO3- , Cl- and 9042 - and excess
504- NH4-N levels were considerably higher in the polluted
Brianne snow samples than in the Cairngorms black snow or
• average East M idlands rainfall.
41
Similar observations to those at Llyn Brianne were made in the
40 Maesnant , Plynlimon area during the same period (Hyatt ,
41 pers .comm .1986 ). Visible discoloration of the snow with
•
considerab le quantities of black smuts was reported with pH
levels somewhat lower than those recorded at Brianne .
• Wh ilst back trajectories to establish the sources of pollution
•
have not been plotted , the dominant period of easterly 'and north
easterly winds throughout February strongly suggests that dry
41 deposition of industrial pollutants from the North West , the
• Midlands and South Wales may be responsib le for the conditions
•
observed . Snow scavenging of aerosols during precipitation
40
seems unlikely due to the differences in snow quality observed
at different depths .
•
•
Reasons for differences in snow quality at depth and between
different sites at Brianne are not clear although the overall
shallow snow depth , considerable drifting and a second snowfall
• event following approximately 10 days after the initial fall may
have led to the earlier surface layer subsequently forming a
sub-surface layer at CI3. The lower levels of pollutants in the
40 surface layer at LI2 may suggest that scavenging of dry
• deposition by the tree canopy caused loca lised reduction in the
•
quantity of deposited material reaching the ground level .
The chief source of Ca2 4  in rainfall is thought to be
terrest rial dust (Reynolds et al 1984 ) and the comparatively
elevated levels observed for the Brianne snow samples may be
•
attributable in part to this source , as may part of the
NH4-N .
Snow melt
From 0600 hours on 3rd March the wind direction became more
variab le and after 0900 hours moved around to the south . By
0100 hours on 4th March air temperatures were beginning to rise
and it commenced raining . Throughout the next 18 hours , 50mm of
rainfall fell in the Llyn Brianne area and whilst air
temperatures progressively increased to a maximum of 6 .6°C , soil
temperatures remained very low and field observations during the
day confirmed that the surface soils remained frozen
(Figs .22 & 23 ).
The effects of the rainfall , which rapidly reached a peak
intensity of 6mm/hour were dramatic. Rapid run-off occurred
over the frozen ground and the snow cover was either melted or




Despite the adverse conditions , continuous records of water
quality were obtained from 8 of the 12 monitoring stations for
the duration of the snow melt episode . Measurements of stage
were more difficu lt to maintain in the sub-zero temperatures
preceeding snow melt and as a result fu ll flow records for the
snow melt episodes  were  obtained  for  only 3 sites . Triggered
autosampling was successful at two sites from the beginning and
throughout the episode with manua lly triggered autosampling



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The effects of the combined rainfall and snow melt episode on
stream water quality was virtually immediate despite the initial
low intensity of rainfall. The pH levels in the streams
commenced dropping between 0100 and 0200 hours following only
lmm of rainfall and were accompanied by large increases in
conductivity . M inimum pH levels were reached by early afternoon
in most streams coincidental with peak flows . Stream LI4 was
atypica l in that the response was much more rapid and the
minimum pH was reached within 4I / 2  hours .
The fall in pH at all sites was considerable . Prior to the
rainfall the flows in the streams were very low and in some
cases v irtually frozen solid . Stream pH values were also in
most cases well above normal winter levels (Tables 22 & 23).
However, during the snow melt episode minimum pH values fell to
near or below the minima recorded from spot samples during the
1984-85 winter period and were comparable with the minimum
levels recorded by the cont inuous monitoring systems during the
exceptional  storm events  of 21st December 1985 and 25th August
1986 when considerably more rainfall and higher flows resulted
(Table 23 ). The pH drops observed during the snow melt were
amongst the largest wh ich have been observed in the study
streams for any single episode since continuous monitoring
commenced .
Complete records of continuously monitored water quality
determinands and stage together w ith autosampling from the
beginning of the episode was achieved for only 2 sites, CI5 and
LI1 (Table 21). This does however provide the opportunity to
compare the responses of both moorland (CI5) and forest
catchments (LI1) over the full period of the episode .
•
•
The large increases in conductivity which also occurred during 41
the early snow melt were atypical of the normal stream responses
during storm episodes and appear to be peculiar to the


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Whilst the catchment sizes of LI1 and LI5 are somewhat
different , (L11, 2 .64 km-1 , CI5, 0 .33 km-2 ), responses in terms
of time to peak flow during 4th March were similar and pH minima
for the episode occurred in both cases approximately 12 hours
after the onset of rainfall . The pH response in the streams
differed in that for stream CI5 a slight increase in pH was
initially recorded followed by a drop from 5 .6 to 4 .7 units .
The response in catchment LI1 was much greater , dropping from
6 .0 to 4 .0 within 11 hours (Fig .25 ).
In both catchment streams large increases in conductivity
occurred during the period of increasing flows  a l t h o u gh  the peak
for CI5 was much earlier than in LI1, of greater magnitude but
of shorter duration . The conductivity had peaked and was
falling in stream CI5 approx imately 8 hours before peak flow was
reached whereas in stream LI1 peak conductivity was of longer
duration and more coincidental with peak flows . In both streams
there was no evidence of a significant secondary peak in
conductivity coincidental w ith the secondary peak in flow
(Fig .26 ).
The dissolved calcium and alkalinity of moorland stream CI5 were
initially substantially higher than in LI1 although these levels
fell rapidly from an early stage in the episode . Although
initially at a lower level in stream LI1, dissolved calcium
levels  were maintained  at that level for approximately 3 hours
longer than in stream CI5 and over the period of peak flows ,
although somewhat reduced , remained slightly higher than the
levels in stream C I5 (Fig .27 ).
Similar levels of sulphate were recorded in both streams
a l t h o u gh  the levels in stream CI5 were at peak when autosampling
commenced . The  h i gh e s t  levels in stream LI1 occurred some hours
later during peak flows . In both cases the changes in levels
followed the pattern described for conductivity . The
concentrations of sulphate recorded were considerably greater




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































prev ious 1984-85 winter period (Fig .28).
Nitrate levels were comparative ly much lower and not
substantially elevated in either stream compared to data from
1984-85 . However, leve ls in stream LI1 increased during the
episode following a similar pattern to that of sulphate , being
highest during peak flows .
Dissolved aluminium levels increased sub stantially in both
streams and reached the highest levels during peak flows . In
both streams increases in dissolved alum inium were closely
associated w ith a fall in calcium although the dissolved
aluminium in stream LI1 was already increasing prior to any
reduction in calcium . The levels of dissolved alum inium in both
streams were the highest recorded since the current monitoring
programme commenced . In stream LI1 the levels peaked at
1.04 mg1-1  (Fig .29 ).
Other differences were observed between the two catchments .
Elevated levels of ammoniacal nitrogen occurred in both streams
although as with sulphate , the peak levels occurred earlier in
stream CI5 than LI1 (Fig .29 ).
Chloride levels were elevated in stream CI5 during the early
snow melt period but these dropped rapidly to levels comparable
to those in stream LI1 which remained constant (Fig .26 ).
Turbidity levels in stream LI1 increased coincidentally with the
period of h ighest flow whereas the turbidity in stream CI5
remained relatively low (Fig .30 ).
The levels of dissolved organic carbon again differed between
the two streams during the episode , being highest in stream CI5
earlier on and before peak flows , whereas in stream LI1, the









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Whilst records for the other study catchments are incomplete the
availab le data support the trends observed for streams  CI 5  and
L I 1 .  It does appear however that the quality  of  stream  CI 5  may
have been somewhat lower than in the other comparab le moorland
sites . The dissolved aluminium levels in moorland streams  CI 4
and C I6 around the time of peak flows were lower than in  CI 5 .
Under the winter conditions of  19 8 4- 8 5  the mean levels of
dissolved aluminium in  CI 5  were approximately twice those in
CI 3 , CI 4  and CI6 (Table  2 2 ) .
Unfortunately no sampling occurred during the early stage of the
episode in other moorland sites and no direct comparisons may be
made between these catchments . However , the chemistry of these
streams was otherwise not dissimilar to that of  CI 5  at the
comparable times when sampling commenced .
The quality of forest catchment stream  LI 2  responded in a
similar  ma n n e r  to stream  LI 1 ,  with a m inimum pH of  4 . 2  units and
dissolved aluminium and sulphate levels similar to those in
stream LI1 (Table  22 ) .
The episode also appears to have had a substantial impact on
normally relatively well buffered streams. The deciduous
catchment stream G I1 experienced a drop in pH to  5 . 2  units
accompanied by very high levels of sulphate and elevated
dissolved alum inium . Similarly there is evidence to suggest
that the stream draining catchment LI6 , which is normally
classified as unacidified , experienced atypically low pH and





4 .2 . D iscussion
41
• The changes in stream chemistry following this "rain on snow
41 event" appear to be attributable to a comb ination of reduced
buffering capacity resulting from frozen soils and reduced
41 groundwater flows , combined with rapid run -off of material
• deposited from the atmosphere during the preceeding period .
41
The monitoring of snow quality , prior to the episode described ,
40 has confirmed that the surface layers of snow in particular
• contained high levels of deposited materials. It appears that
•
pollutants in the snow cover and on the ground and vegetation
surfaces were rapidly flushed into the streams leading to t he
41 observed responses. Other workers have shown that when snow
• melts, the first meltwater appearing at the bottom of the .snow
•
contains much of the dissolved load of pollutants (Morris and
Thomas 1985; Gregory et al 1986 ). Wh ilst only limited
41 information is available on bulk prec ipitation chemistry at the
• time of snow melt , the available data suggest that the rainfall
41 associated with this episode was relatively unpolluted and was
not responsible for the observed effects (Table 20 ).
•
• The observed increases in conductivity confirm the "first flush "
•
of solutes typically observed during snow melt conditions . The
different response times in moorland catchm ent CI5 and conifer
41 forest catchment LI1 may be a reflection of catchment size , LI1
• being considerably larger than CI5. However, peak flows and
•
lowest pH values occurred in both catchments at approximately
the same time and this suggests that the delayed flush in
41 catchment LI1 may result from the tree cover. In catchment CI5
• preferent ial leaching of solutes from the snow and predominantly
41 overland flow due to frozen surface soils may have led to rapid
transport to the stream . In the afforested catchment LI1,
41 leaching of pollutants through the tree canopy by stemflow and
• throughfall may have led to less rapid transport .
•
The rapid flush of sulphates and chlorides into stream 0I5 may
have been buffered init ially by the calcium in the stream and
from the snow , together with the elevated level  of  ammoniacal
nitrogen which appears to be derived from the polluted snow
layers . The high levels of chloride in the first flush in
stream 0I5 may have resulted from the snow cover although it is
possible that run -off of road salt above the sampling point
initially had a significant effect on stream chloride levels
(Dissolved sodium levels were also elevated compared to
catchment LI1 during the early part of the episode ).
The absence of further peaks in conduct ivity corresponding to
the observed secondary peaks in flow for the sites studied
supports the conclusion that a flush of solutes occurred during
the early part of the episode .
Nitrate levels in stream 0I5 are generally higher than in LI1
under normal winter conditions (Mean values , LI1 15 uequivl-1 ;
0I5 27 uequiv1-1  during 1984-85). The observed increase in
stream nitrate values during the episode for LI1, which did not
occur in 0I5, may indicate that the forest catchm ents had
increased deposition of nitrogen oxides compared to the moorland
as a result of scavenging by the tree canopy (similar increases
were observed in conifer forest stream LI2 and in deciduous
catchment G I1).
The elevated levels of ammoniacal nitrogen in both moorland and
forest catchments were atypical and appear to be derived from
the snow cover . The levels in stream 0 I5 may have been elevated
by the effects of the concentration of sheep with in certain
areas of the catchment during the cold spell . However , the data
from moorland catchments 0I4 and 0I6 suggest that similar levels
of ammoniacal nitrogen also occurred in these streams during the
episode .
41
The increases of dissolved aluminium observed in the streams for
41
wh ich data are available confirm the significance of the
41 episode . It appears that peak levels have occurred closely
41 associated with a fall in stream calcium levels. The levels
recorded in both streams LI1 and CI5 were considerably elevated
41 above those levels which are considered to have harmful
41 ecological effects particularly as peak levels were  also
•
coincidental w ith periods of lowest pH and dissolved calcium
values . The observed unusual increases in dissolved aluminium
41 in those streams normally well buffered , such as streams LI6 and
• G I1 confirm that this particular type of episode may be of high
41 importance even to those streams not normally considered to be
vu lnerable .
41
41 Recent evaluation of routine aluminium fractionation results has
41 shown a very close correlation between the routine -filterable"
or dissolved aluminium concentrations and labile species of
41 aluminium determined by fractionation , for samples with pH.
• values of less than 5 .0 . The labile species of aluminium are
•
thought to be those of greatest toxicity . During this
particular snow melt episode the pH values of all the study
41 streams w ith the exception of LI6 and Gil fell below 5 . The
41 source of aluminium during such events is not certain although
•
given that the soils were frozen , some reduction in contribution
of aluminium from surface soils may be expected . Under such
41 circumstances it has been suggested that aluminium previously
• precipitated onto the stream bed under a higher pH regime may be
•
mobilised by episodic flushes of higher acidity (Norton and
Henricksen , 1983 ).
41 Information obtained during the snow melt episode is still being
• processed and that currently reported results from preliminary
•
assessment only . Various aspects require further consideration ,
and this work is continuing . In particular ionic balances at
41 various stages of the episode and further consideration of





It is suggested that -rain on snow - events of this nature may
occur more frequently than pure snow melt events and that
preparat ions should be made to monitor  c on d i t i on s  in more detail
should a similar set of circumstances arise during the
forthcoming winter . Additional  i n f o r ma t i o n  needs include :-
Aluminium  f r a c t i o n a t i on  on samples taken at various stages
of the episode for catchments with different land use
should be arranged .
Attempts should be made to establish back trajectories to
more accurately describe the origin of deposited material.
This should be attempted for the 1986 data .
Samples of snow should be taken on a regular basis and
changes in quality monitored . If possible, electron
microscopic analysis of smuts should be carried out to
identify possible sources.
It is essent ial that automat ic sampling is triggered at the
beginning of snow melt or rainfall to ensure that the
-first flush" is sampled .
Vegetation and soil water data are of key importance and
efforts should be made to ensure collection of sufficient
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6. TIME-SERIES MODELLING STUDIES
The main objective with the time-series modelling has been to derive
preliminary statistical mode ls of catchme nt rainfall-runoff responses in an
attempt to gain an insight into the dominant dynamics which occur in
control catchme nts LI1,  1 16  and  C16 .  Hou rly point rainfall from the
Automatic Weather Station (AWS) at Trawsnant was taken to be the areal
rainfall input for all three catchments (the shortcomings of this
assumption became apparent during analysis). Other objectives of the
preliminary statistical modelling exercise were to (a ) examine the
streamflow data for gross errors and inconsistencies, (b) relate different
catchment responses (if detected) to catchment characteristics and (c) to
become familiar with the many data handling and analysis options afforded
by CAPTAIN  (a  time series analysis system on the GEC computer at the
Institute of Hydrology). The CAPTAIN package has also been used to model
flow-hyd rogen ion response; an understanding of these dynamics will lie
particularly important in later modelling studies.
Rainfall-Runoff Dynamics
For each of the three catchments , a data set of hourly rainfall and
stage t for the 180 hour period from 1300 GMT 10 August to the end of 17
August 1985 (referred to subsequently as the 7-day time series) was
retrieved from the Llyn Brianne Acid Waters Study database held at the
Institute of Hydrology . The data transformation facility of CAPTAIN was
emp loyed to convert stages into flows using appropriate stage-d ischarge
relations.
The first step in any data analysis is to inspect the data for gross
e rrors and inconsistencies. Figure 31a shows the 7-day hourly rainfall
time series and Figures 31b, 31c and 31d show the corresponding hydrographs
for  L I 1 , LI 6  and  CI 6  respectively . A most striking difference between the
hydrograph for  CI 6  and the hydrographs for LI1 and  LI 6  is that there were
three runoff events at  CI 6  but only two at LI1 and  L I 6 .  Approximate
distances from the AWS site at Trawsnant to the centroids of catchments are
2.1, 4.7 and 7.8 km for  LI 6 , LI 1  and CI6 respectively . It was expected
that the relevance of the hourly rainfall would decrease with increasing
d istance from Trawsnant and, indeed, there was  a  hydrologically significant
rainfall event over catchment CI6 (corresponding to the second runoff event
at CI6) during which there was only light rainfall at Trawsnant. This
041 observation confirms the need for good records of rainfall from a network
41 of recording raingauges in the Study area for measuring areal rainfall
inputs to individual catchments.
41
41 During the 180 hour period 95.5 mm of rain was recorded at Trawsnant
•
and the total runoff was computed to be 90 .3 , 103.8 and 70.9 mm from
41
catchments  LI 1 ,  LI6 and  CI 6  respectively , i.e. 95, 109 and 74% of Trawsnant
rainfall. The very high apparent yields of catchments LII and 12 6 and the
41 inconsistency between  the runoff from  CI 6  and the runoffs from  LI 1  and  LI 6
41 cannot be explained at the present time and there will have to be further
investigations into catchment rainfall differences and the uncertainties
41 involved in streamflow measurement (there are some comments on streamflow




• The CAPTAIN system was employed to identify the best structure and to
41 estima te the parameters of transfer function models of the general form
41 (I+603+62132+...)Qt = (wo+w1B+...)Rt_b
41
41 where 6 1,6 2 etc. are autoregressive parameters
wo,w l etc. are moving average parameters41
b is the time delay (hours)
41 Qt is the relevant streamflow at time t (1/s)
41 Rt_b is the rainfall in the hour ending a t time t-b (mm)
and B is the backward shift operator (i.e . Bxt = xt_1)41
41 For each catchment, models were derived for the 7-day time series and
41 for sub-time series corresponding to the two ma in runoff events at  L I 1  and
41 1. I 6  (referred to subsequently as time series 1 and 3  respectively).  In
each case the best model was obtained when the means were subtracted from
41
variables and the option for 1 iteration was selected in the CAPTAIN
41 parameter estimation routine. With due regard to the standard errors of
41 parameter estimates and to the principle of parsimony with respect to the
number of parame ters permitted  in a  model, the best model structure in each
11
case , whatever the time delay (b), was one autoregressive parameter
10  O p  and one moving average parameter (w0 ). Th e general form of the
10 transfer function models derived in the current exercise may be reduced,
therefore , to
110
(1+6 111) (Qt-(5 )  = w o(Ft-6-i) •
The  CAP TAI N  system can also provide  (a )  the system impulse response
function , (b) the system step response function and (c) plots of the
recursive estimates of the au toregressive and moving average parameters.
These and many other output options of the  CAPTAI N  system are extremely
useful in applications out.side the scope of the prelimi nary analyses of the
current exercise and they are not, therefore, discussed in detail here.
The systems theory background upon wh ich  CAPTAI N  is based permits the
system mean residence time (T) and the system ga in (G) to be calculated
from the autoregressive and moving average parameters as follows.
Anå1
wo
G =  x (a factor to account for the units of the input and
(1-151)
output)
Interpretation of mean residence times in the context of catchment
input and output is not straightforward if there is piston flow in a
catchment. The gain (G) is the asymptote of the step response function
referred to above, i.e. the steady state system output caused by a step
input. Clearly, rainfall does not occur as a step input and catchments do
not reach a steady state and so care should be exercised when interpreting
gains calculated from  CAPTAI N  output. However, both T and G may be
expected to vary with factors such as antecedent wetness and amount of
rainfall: for summer events T would be expected to be higher and G lower
than for winter events.
The variances of (a) the observed streamflow data, (b) the noise (the
component of the observed streamflow data not explained by a transfer
function mode l) and (c) the final residuals (the component of the observed
streamflow data not explained by  a  transfer function-noise model) were
selected for output by  CAPTAI N.  From these variances the percentage of
observed streamflow variances explained by transfer function and transfer
function-noise models were calculated.
ID Data Analysis  
411 The 7-day rainfall is shown again in Figure 32a and the model outputs
• for LI1, LI6 and CI6 are shown in Figures 32b , 32c and 32d respectively .
The model parameters (5 1 and coo) mean residence times , gains and percentage
variances explained for all the models derived (7-day time series and time41
series 1 and 3) are summarlsed in Table 24. The standard errors (shown in
parentheses in Table 24) indicate that all the estimated parameters are
•
very significantly different from zero. Figures 33a and 33b show the
rainfall land model fit for CI6 time series 1. In general, simple transfer
40
function models with one autoregressive parameter  O p  and one moving
41 ave rage parameter (wo) provide good fits to the time series of observed
streamf low . As expected, however, there was a very poor model fit for the
411 second runoff event at CI6, as shown in Figure 32d.
Some of the interesting points revealed in the summary of the models
given in Table 24, and speculation on the hydrological processes which
caused the particular catchment rainfall-runoff responses, are as follows.
The models derived from the 7-day time series and from time series 3 have
autoregressive parameters (50 of decreasing magnitude in the order LI1,
• CI6 and L I6 (0.870 for both LI1 and CI6 for time series 3). This might
410 have been expected since (a) catchment 'memory ' increases w ith catchment
size and (b )  a  value for 5 1 of unity would mean that streamflow in the
absence of rainfall remained constant (catchment areas are 2.5, 0 .72 and
• 0.68 km2 for LI1, CI6 and LI6 respectively ). However, although catchments
LI6 and CI6 are about the same size , the autoregressive parameters derived
from the 7-day time series and time series 3 for LI6 are considerably
smaller than the corresponding parameters for CI6 (see Table 1). This
• could be due to the fact that the main stream slope is much greater for LI6
•
than for CI6 (194 and 67 m/km respectively), causing more rapid runoff in
L I6 than in CI6.
11
The reverse order of decreasing au toregressive parameter values from
•
the CAPTAIN analyses of time series 1 is , on the basis of the preceding
ID
argument, anomalous. However, the differences between 51 values for
different catchments from the analysis of a given time series are about the























5.6 0.54 69.7 88.4 41
41
0.870 10 .1
CI6 7-day 7.2 0.47 72.4 91.2 41
(0 .042) ( 1.9)
41
0.741 44.1 41
LII 5.3 0 .23 85.0 94.0





5.9 0 .36 73.2 89.0 41
41
0.809 8.95
CI6 5.7 0 .28 93.3 96.3 •
(0.041) ( 1.38) 41
41
0 .870 80 .2
LI1 7.2 0.84 77.1 86.6 41
(0.051) (15.1)
41
0 .808 23.3 41
LI6 4.7 0.53 78.3 85.8
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could have  arisen  by chance. Furthermore, it is possible to speculate
about the very low 6/ value for  LI 1  of 0 .741 from time series 1 as
follows. It should be noted that the time delay for the relevant model is
2 hours (probably due to the first rainfall going into canopy storage).
Rainfall intensity increased  in the  early part of the storm so that by the
time canopy storage was full, rainfall intensity was high. The forest
ditches would then have quickly converted throughfall to runoff and also
caused rapidly decreasing flows on the recession limb of the storm
hydrograph, and hence the low value for 61 in this case.
As might be expected from a consideration of the  effects  of the
wetting-up of a catchment due to successive storms, the time delays (b) are
generally less for the models derived from time series 3 than they  are  for
models derived from time series 1 (note that CAPTAIN only permits delay
times of integer multiples of the time series sampling interval whilst the
delay in catchment responses are not actually restricted in this way).
The moving average parameter (wo) in a transfer function model is
largely a scaling factor for converting effective rainfall into stream flow
and it is not surprising, therefore, that the magnitudes of wo in Table 1
for catchment  LI 1  are much larger than the corresponding wo values for
catchments LI6 and CI6. The large differences between values for  LI 6  and
CI 6  cannot be accounted for at the present time.
From the viewpoints of catchment characterisation and of assessing the
quality of rainfall and streamflow  data, the  percentage of variance in the
observed streamflow data explained by  a  transfer function model is of more
interest than the percentage of variance explained by the transfer
function-noise model.. In terms of the percentage of  variance  explained ,
Table 24 shows that the best models were invariably those derived for
catchment  CI 6 .  This may seem surprising at first  since  CI6 is the furthest
of the three catchments from Trawsnant and clearly , as discussed above, the
catchment rainfall at  CI 6  is sometimes very different to the rainfall
employed to derive the models. The reason better models were  obtained  for
catchment  CI 6  than for the catchments closer to Trawsnant  ( LI Z  and  LI 6 )
could be due to the relatively good quality data available from the



































































































































































































Flow-Hydro en Ion Relationshi s
Another application of CAPTAIN is in the analysis of flow-hydrogen ion
relationships . An essential requirement of any modelling study concerning
acidification is the adequate prediction of hyd rogen ion concentrations
(6-pH)(H+ = 10 e.g . pH of 4 gives + = 100 peg9- 1). The flow-hydrogen ion
relationship has been investigated for LI1 and as in the case of the
rainfall-runoff model a first order model has been obtained with 6 1 -
-0 .806 (0 .037) and w o = 0.0152 (0 .003) and zero time delay. The model
produces a satisfactory simulation of hydrogen in concentration as shown in
Figure 34 and indicates that the hydrology plays an extreme ly important
role in determining catchment acidity.
7.  I:M ELLING  LONG TERM BEHAV IOUR USING MAGIC
An extremely important aspect of the Llyn Brianne study is the
investigation of long term trends in acidification and the effects of land
use change on stream chemistry. A modelling technique developed recently
has been successfully applied to a range of catchments in Scotland, Norway ,
Sweden and USA. The model MAGIC (Model of Acidification of Groundwater In
Catchments) is explicitly designed to perform long term simulations of
changes in soilwater and streamwater chemistry in response to changes in
acidic deposition. The processes on which the model is based are:
anion retention by catchment soils (e .g. sulphate adsorption):
adsorption and exchange of base cations and aluminium by soils;
alkalinity generation by dissociation of carbonic acid (at high
CO2 partial pressures in the soil) w ith subsequent exchange of
hydrogen  ions  for base cations;
weathering of minerals in the soil to provide a source of base cations ;
control of Al3+ concentrations by an assumed equilibrium with  a  solid
phase of Al(08)3.
A sequence of atmospheric deposition and mineral weathering is assumed
for MAG IC . Current deposition levels of base cations , sulphate, nitrate
and chloride are needed along with some estimate of how these levels had
varied historically . Historical deposition variations may be scaled to





atmospheric transport into a region. Weathering estimates for base cations
are extremely difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, it is the weathering
41 process that controls the long term response and recovery of catchments to
•
acidic deposition and MAGIC can be used to estimate these weathering rates.
41 A detailed description of MAG IC is given in Appendix 1. In the Llyn




MAGIC requires  a  considerable input of da ta such as:
41
•
a) Physical and chemical properties of soil (mean depth, bulk density ,
41
porosity , cation exchange capacity, rate of sulphate uptake ,
temperature half saturation concentration for sulphate, equilibrium
41 constants , base saturation levels and partial pressures of CO2 ;
41
b) Hydrological factors (annual and monthly rainfall and runoff) ;
41
• c) Dry deposition factor
41
d) Cation weathering rates and nitrate and ammonium uptake rates ;
41
41 e) Background and present rainfall chemistry;
41
0  Historical patterns of sulphate emissions .
41
• A typical set of data for CIS is as follows with the model determining
•
both background stream and soil chemistry and then simu lating annual
chemistry every year up to 1984. Only 1984 levels are presented here but
41 Figu re 35 gives a typical response of stream and soil pH over the period
• 1844-1984.
41







































































































































































































41 1 DEPTH M 0.7500 2 POROSITY 0.4500
3 BULK DEN  at  1060.0000 4 CEC . 90 .0000
41 5 C MEQ/M3 . 150.0000 6 EMX MEQ/KG . 0.4100
• 7 DRYDEP S . 1.3000 8 LOG(KAL) . 9 .0000
41 9 LOG(KAL) S
. 10.3000 10 LOG(SALCA) . 2.1233
11 LOG(SCANA) . -1.7878 12 LOG(SMGNA) = -1.8448
41 13 LOG(SKNA) . 0.3129 14 Q = 1.7400
• 15 QP = 2.0000 16 DCO2 - 0.1500
•
The monthly variations of temperature and PCO2 are:
41
•
MONTH TEMP DEG C PCO2 ATM
41 1 4.8 0.05000
2 4.5 0 .05000
41 3 6.0 0.05000




• 7 14.6 0.05000
• 8 14.9 0.05000
41 9 13.5 0.05000
10 11.1 0.05000
41 11 7.7 0.05000
• 12 6.1 0 .05000
41
MEAN 9.56 0 .05000
41
41 The fractions of mean annual fluxes occuring in each month are:
•
MONTH STREAMFLOW PRECIP WEATHERING UPTAKE
41 1 0.141 0.112 0.083 0.083
• 2 0.104 0 .076 0 .083 0.083
41 3 0.084 0.070 0.083 0.083
4 0 .070 0.066 0 .083 0.083
41 5 0.054 0.062 0.083 0.083
• 6 0.032 0 .057 0 .083 0.083
7 0.030 0.064 0.083 0.08341
8 0 .046 0.074 0.083 0.083
• 9 0.055 0.083 0.083 0.083
• 10 0 .093 0.100 0.083 0.083
11 0.134 0.116 0.083 0.083
12 0.157 0.120 0.083 0.083
•
•
The following weathering rates will be used (MEQ/M2/YR)
The follawing are concentrations in precip "(MEQ/M3)
The follow ing uptake rates will be used (MEQ/M2/YR)
BACKGROUND PRESENT
5.40 4 .23
PH 11.5 10 17.2
CA 2 24.9 11 27 .9
MG 3 104.9 12 113.7
NA 4 2.2 13 7 .7
K 5 13.6 14 69.9
SO4 6 131.9 15 142 .3
CL 7 3.0 16 44.3
NO3 8 0.0 17 0 .0
NH4 9 1.0 18 30.8
BACKGROUND PRESENT
CA 0 .00000 10 0 .00000
MG 2 0.00000 11 0.00000
NA 3 0 .00000 12 0 .00000
K 4 0.00000 13 0.00000
SO4 5 0 .00000 14 0 .00000
CL 6 0.00000 15 0.00000
NO3 7 1.00000 16 55.00000
F 8 0.00000 17 0.00000
NH4 9 1 .00000 18 55.00000
Historical deposition sequence: south west Wales
BREAK YEAR SCALE FACTOR
1 1915 0.860
•




• MODEL ESTIMATED 1844 CONDITIONS LLYN BRIANNE CI5
0
SOIL STREAM PRECIP STREAM ATMDEP NTFLUX WEATH UPTAKE TOTAL
0
 
MEQ/M3  MEQ/M2/YR  -MEQ/M2-
0 CA 32.0 32.0 11.5 49 .8 23 .0 26.8 44.0 0.0 1469 .5
0 MG 45.3 45.3 25.0 70.6 50.0 20.6 45.0 0.0 1830.4
NA 130.8 130.8 105 .0 216.1 210.0 6.1 40.0 0 .0 3077 .8
• K 2.3 2.3 2.2 3.8 4.4 - 0.6 0.0 0.0 110.2
• 504 18 .4 18.4 13.7 33.0 35.6 - 2.6 0 .0 0 .0 61 .5
CL 145.8 145.8 132.0 212.6 264.0 -51.4 0.0 0.0 41.20
NO3 2.8 2.8 3.0 4 .2 6.0 1.8 0.0 1.0 0 .8
ID F 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
• N14 0 .6 0.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 0 .0 1.0 0 .2
SBC 210.4 210.4 143.7 340.3 287.4 52.9 129.0 0.0 6488.00
SSA 166 .9 166.9 148 .7 249 .8 305.6 -55.8 0 .0 1.0 103 .6
•
• MEQ/M3 SOIL STREAM MEQ/M3 SOIL STREAM EXCHAN X
0 PH 4.9 5.6 H 14.0 2.8 ES 10 .90
ALK 44 .2 44 .1 HCO3 70.5 53.3 ECA 1.53
• AL 8.3 1.4 TOTAQ F 0.0 0.0 EMG 1.90
• TOTAQ AL 15.8 20 .8 TOTAQ 504 18.4 18.4 ENA 3.17
SUM PLUS 237.3 221.4 EK 0.11ID










moDEL simuLATED 1984 CONDITIONS LLYN BRIANNE CI5
so n  STREAM PRECip sTREAm ATMDER NTFLux wEATH  upTAKE TOTAL
 -mEQ/m3  HmEQ/m2/yR
CA 42.6 42.6 17.2 67.0 34.4 32.6 44.0 0 .0 798.0
MC 53.3 53.3 55.9 28.1 45.0 0.0 879.3
NA 148.6 148.6 227.6 19.0 40.0 0 .0 2237.1
K 10.3 10.3 15.6 1.4 0.0 0.0 313.3
s04 104.9 105.5 182.0 0 .8 0.0 0 .0 249.0
cL 155.1 155.1 284.7 -55.4 0.0 0.0 44.5
NO3 33.6 33.6 88.8 -33.7 0 .0 28.0 10.7
F 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NH4 18.7 18.7 61.7 -28.4 0 .0 28.0 6.5
sBC 254.8 254.8 333.5 81.1 129.0 0.0 4227.7









































The simulated 1984 chemistry is generally very close to the observed
chemistry as indicated in Table 25.
TABLE 25
ALKALINITY = (HCO )-(R+ )-3(AL3+)
(in MAG IC)
All chemistry units peql.-I
With exception of nitrate the simulation reproduces with reasonable
accuracy the observed chemistry . The niirate uptake in the catchment may be
higher than that estimated and this may explain the discrepancy in the
nitrate simulation. Alternatively the rainfall nitrate concentrations seem
rather high (almost double the levels observed at Plynlimon and elsewhere in
Wales -  see  Table 4) and nitrate rainfall chemistry should be rechecked .
Howeve r, as a first run with MAGIC the model appears to perform adequately
and the long term trends indicated in Figure 35 appear reasonable and follow
similar trends obtained for catchments in Scotland and Wales. It would be
extremely interesting to compare the simulated trends with results from
paleoecological studies or fisheries data.
Significant features of the 1984 chemistry compared to the 1844
chemistry is the major decrease in alkalinity from 44.1 to —30 and increase
in aluminium from 1.4 to 18 'sect).* This indicates a major shift in
catchment chemistry during the past 150 years.
Farther applications of MAGIC will be undertaken for all catchments and

















































































































































In sensitive areas receiving acidic deposition, paleolimnological data
•
indicate changes in lake pH over 1-3 decades du ring the past century
(Batterbee et al., 1985). Estimates of emissions and deposition of SOx and
41 NO% ove r this same period suggest that deposition increases occurred (1)
earlier and (2) more slowly than did the lake pH changes. Clearly chemical
41 and biological processes in the terrestrial catchme nt and lake ecosystem
dam p, delay , and moderate the response of surface water pH to deposition of
• 0 acidifying compounds. This response is controlled by key terrestrial
processes that include chemical weathering , sulphate adsorption , cation
41 exchange, dissolu tion and precipitation of aluminium compounds , and
dissolution and disassociation of inorganic carbon. These various
41 processes interact in a complex fashion and may exh ibit marked spatia/
variability. Consequently , quantification of the mechanisms of freshwater
•
acidification has proved to be difficult. Neve rthe less , future trends in
surface water acidification can only be predicted using mathematical models
41 based on an understanding of these mechanisms .
41 To estimate surface water response to future reduction in deposition,
mathematical models must (1) be based on physical, chemical and biological
41 processes that control catchment response, (2) treat interacting processes
simultaneously and (3) be capable of representing long-term responses .
•
MAG IC (Model of Acidification of Groundwater In Catchments) provides a tool
by whicW soil pr& esses can be scri;ultaneously—anT quantitatively linked to
41 examine the impact of acid deposition on surface water chemistry over time
scales of several years to several decades. The model was originally
•
developed and tested for catchments in Shenandoah National Park , Virginia
(USA) and has recently been adapted for catchments in Scotland (Loch Dee ,
•
Loch Grannoch) and in Norway (Lake Hovvatn, and the RAIN project catchments
at Sogndal and Risdalsheia). MAG IC provides the ideal tool for
•
investigating the regional aspects of acidification and for predicting the
effects of reduced emission levels on soil and stream water quality. MAGIC
•
is currently being applied to several UK catchments and an application to
the Loch Dee catchment in Galloway is presented here.
41
AP PLICATION OF MAGIC TO LOOM DEE
•
MAG IC (Model of Acidification of Groundwater In Catchments; Cosby et al,
•
1985) is explicitly designed to perform long term simulations of changes in
soilwater and streamwater chemistry in response to changes in ac idic
4! deposition. The processes on which the model is based are:
41 anion retention by catchment soils (e.g. sulphate adsorption):
adsorption and exchange of base cations and aluminium by soils ;
41 alkalinity generation by dissociation of carbonic acid (at high
CO2 partial pressures in the soil) with subsequent exchange of
41 hyd rogen ions for base cations;
weathering of minerals in the soil to provide a source of base cations;
41 control of A13+ concentrations by an assumed equi librium with a solid
phase of Al(OH).
•
A sequence of atmospheric deposition and mineral weathering is assumed for
MAGIC. Current deposition levels of base cations, sulphate, nitrate and
chloride are needed along with some estimate of how these levels had varied
historically. Historical deposition variations may be scaled to emissions
records or may be taken from other modelling studies of atmospheric
transport into a region. Weathering estimates for base cations are
extreme ly difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, it is the weathering process
that controls the long term response and recovery of catchments to acidic
deposition, and MAGIC can be used to estimate these weathering rates.
Thu MAGIC program has been applied to the Dargall Lane sub-catchment in
Loch Dee and a detailed description of the application is given by
Cosby et al (1986). The model has been calibrated using measured rainfall
and stream chemistry data together with relevant hydrological and soils
data. The model simulates long term behaviour and can be used to separate
out different effects. For example sea salt acidity has a different effect
to athropogenic sources of acidity and afforestation has another type of
effect. In the application to Dargall Lane the factors considered are
afforestation, dry and occult deposition, variations in sea salt and acidic
oxide loading and deforestation.
LONG TERN ACIDIFICATION TRENDS FOR M ARGALL LANE
Figure 1 shows a simulation of long term acidity for the Dargall Lane
catchment. The sulphate deposition history is shown in Figure la and this
'drives' the MAGIC model. The historical simulation of pH shown in Figure
lb is similar to the values obtained from the diatom records of lochs in
the region in that a significant decrease in pH from 1900 onwards is
inferreci(Betterbee et al, 1985, Flower et al, 1983). The steeper decline
from 1950 to 1970 follows from the increased emission levels during this
period. The model can a/so be used to predict future stream water acidity
given different future deposition levels. For Dargall Lane stream acidity
trends are investigated assuming two scenarios for future deposition.
Firstly assuming deposition rates are maintained in the future at 1984
levels, the model•indicates that annual average stream pH is likely to
continue to decline below presently measured values. Secondly, assuming
deposition rates are reduced by 50% from 1984 levels (between 1985 and
2000) the results indicate that current stream water acidity wi/1 be
maintained (Figure lb). Note an increase in stream water pH about 1980;
this follows a significant drop in sulphur emissions during the 1970s.
Note also that an earlier decline in streamwater acidity is predicted if
there had been no reductions in emissions since 1970.
Afforestation
Afforested systems are more complex to model than grassland systems because
the introduction of the forest pertubs a grassland ecosystem which in
itself is difficult to model. The effects of the forest root system, leaf
litter layer and drainage ditches will change the hydrological pathways;
this will control the nature and extent of the chemical reactions in the
soil and bedrock (see Whitehead et at., 1986). Further, the additional
filtering effect of the tree on the atmosphere will enhance occult/particle
deposition and evapotranspiration will increase the concentration
of dissolved components entering the stream. The magnitude of these
different effects varies considerably ; for example evapotranspiration from
forests in the British Uplands is typically of the order of 30% of the
precipitatation which is almost twice the figure for grassland. This will
have the consequence that the total anion concentrations within the stream
and soil waters increase by 14% following afforestation. The forest will
also increase anion and cation loading due to the enhanced filtering effect
of the trees on atmospheric sources. The filtering effects will apply both
to marine and pollutant aerosol components. Altering the hydrological
pathways can also have a major effect on stream water quality since the
forest tends to increase surface runoff thereby flushing/ displacing highly
acidic water from the surface laye rs; the soil zone acts as a proton and
aluminium source whilst the bedrock , if silicate or carbonate bearing ,
provides proton consumption by weathering reactions.To illustrate the
effects of afforestation simply in terms of increased concentrations from
both enhanced dry deposition and evapotranspiration, the MAG IC model has
been applied to the pargall Lane catchment assuming that a forest is
deve loped over the next 40 years. It should also be noted that, here, no
allowance has been made for the effects of cation and anion uptake by the
trees during their development; the incorporation of base cations into the
biomass would result in an enhanced acidification effect during this
pe riod.
Of critical importance is the relative and abso lu te contribution of marine
and pollutant inputs from dry and occult deposition. Figure 2 shows the
effects of increasing evapotranspiration from 16 to 30% over the forest
grow th period with varying levels of marine , pollutant and marine
+ po llutant inputs. Increasing either ma rine o r pollutant components leads
to enhanced stream water acidity , the greatest effects being observed when
bo th components are present; the effect of simply increasing
evapotranspiration from 16 to 30% has a similar effect but the changes are
much smaller. The important features of these results are the enhanced and
acidic oxide inputs from increased scavenging by the trees result in a
ma rked reduction in pH levels and that there is an additive effect when
both processes are combined. These reductions are much greater than the
effect of evapotranspiration.
Atmospheric acidic  oxide inputs
An important factor in determining stream acidity in the upland UK is the
leve l of acidic oxide deposition; rates of deposition (non marine wet
deposition and dry depositi9- 4n) can vary from 0 .5 to over 6 g S m-2yr-1 and
from 0.1 to over 0.5 g N m y- 1. Figure 3 shows the effects of such
variations for both moorland and forested catchments; the highest levels
correspond to areas with high atmospheric acidic oxide rates (3 times the
historic and  1984 deposition levels obse rved  in  the Southern Uplands of
Scotland). With increasing atmospheric acidic oxide pollution , the decline
in stream pH is accelerated , the changes occur much earlier, and the fina l
pH of the stream water is lower.
Deforestation
Whilst afforestation increases stream acidity , as shown both by the mode l
predictions and field evidence (Wh itehead et a l., 1986), then deforestation
will possibly result in a reduction in stream water acidity. Figure 4
shows the effects of deforestation from the present time for  a  range of
acid ic input loadings . The result shows that while there is a sho rt term
imp rovement in stream acidity, the long term acidification trend is
maintained. It is interesting to note that the recovery following
deforestation at the intermediate deposition levels is greater than that at
the higher levels. This is because base saturation has not been completely
depleted, and the reduced deposition following deforestation can be
buffered by the available cations. Under the higher deposition levels base
saturation is reduced to very low levels making recovery much less
significant. Note that afforestation follow ing tree harvesting will negate
the improvement in stream water acid ity.
Implications
The mode lling enables assessment of the relative effects of atmospheric
acidic oxide po llution and conifer afforestation, as well as highlighting
some of the topics that need further consideration. For example , the long
term trends in stream water ac idification for the grassland catchment
suggest that for at least part of the upland UK, acidic oxide pollutant
inputs are the dominant source of increased stream water acidity . The
model predictions are similar to observations of stream acidity found in
Southern Scandinavia and add weight to the conclusion that such pollutant
inputs are also a major source of stream acidification in those countries
as well. How important this acidification process is on a regional basis
in the upland UK cannot be gauged immediately because many unresolved
factors remain. However, much of the British uplands have soils which are
susceptible to acidic inputs; it is therefore reasonable to assume the
results of this present modelling exercise are widely applicable. If the
above resu lts are representative of sensitive upland areas then reductions
in  present acidic emissions of the order of 50% are required to prevent
further increase in stream acidity moorlands; afforested catchments
require greater reductions. The study points to the need for further
regional analysis of soil and stream water chemistry, as well as a better
unde rstanding of hydrogeochemical processes operating within catchments.
Further, the study provides an example of the need to establish the extent
of scavenging of aerosols onto plant surfaces, and more generally on the
benefits of multidisciplinary catchment studies. Finally, the detrimental
effect on stream water quality caused by conifer afforestation in uplands
subject to acidic deposition appears highly significant. While there is
uncertainty regarding the  nature and the extent of the hydrogeochemlcal
processes operative there is a need to change existing forestry practices
which are of immediate pragmatic  concern.
CONCLUSIONS
The MAGIC model has proved to be particularly useful yielding information
on the catchment responses, processes and possible future behaviour.
Whilst considerable doubt remains on the exact processes controlling stream
acidification MAGIC does appear to describe the dominant mechanisms and can
be considered a useful tool in assessing the relative  importance of
d ifferent sources of 'pollution' and land use change.
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Figure (a) Sulphate deposition history used as input for the MAGIC
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Simu lation of 'the pH of streamwater in the Dargall Lane
moorland catchment assuming three sulphate deposition
scenarios
— Historical leve ls to  198 4  and constant  19 84  levels
thereafter (see Figure l(a))
.Histurical leve ls to  19 84  and  1984  leve ls reduced
by 50% by the year 2000 and constant thereafter
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Figure 2 (b) Simu lation of the pH
of streamwater from the Dargall
Lane catchmen t comparing the
moorland response (-------) to the
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Figure 3 (b) Simulation of the pH of
streamwater from the 'forested'
Darga ll Lane catchment assum ing
afforestation from 1884 onwards
and su lphate deposition pa tterns
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various factors to reproduce a
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